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Temple University Beasley School of Law proudly recognizes the  
accomplishments of Rudolph Garcia, Class of 1977, and congratulates him 
on being named the 84th Chancellor of the Philadelphia Bar Association.

The Law School also congratulates the Honorable Timothy R. Rice, Class of 
1986, and the Honorable L. Felipe Restrepo, the 2010 recipients of the 
prestigious Justice William J. Brennan Jr. Distinguished Jurist Award presented 
by the Philadelphia Bar Association.! Both Judge Rice and Judge Restrepo are 
adjunct professors at the Law School.! 

Temple Law School and its Alumni Association (TLAA) applaud Judge Rice, 
Judge Restrepo, and Chancellor Garcia for their dedication to the legal  
profession and to the City of Philadelphia, and for their pursuit of the Temple 
tradition of excellence.
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FROM THE EDITOR

Second Chances
B Y  K I M  R .  J E S S U M

A
s the current regular football season is nearing 
its end, most Philadelphians are hopeful that the 
Philadelphia Eagles make an appearance in the 
playoffs and ultimately the Super Bowl.  However, 

there are some former Eagles fans who do not want our home 
team to do well.  The sole reason for their switch is due to one 
player – Michael Vick.

What Michael Vick did off the 
field when he was the quarterback of 
the Atlanta Falcons is reprehensible. 
Although he was never a fan favorite 
in Philadelphia, he was a role model to 
many and no one ever expected such a 
successful, professional athlete to be 
involved in such heinous crimes.

It all started in April 2007 when 
investigators conducted a drug search 
at Vick’s home in Virginia. Authorities 
found 66 dogs, including 55 pit bulls, 
and equipment commonly used in dog 
fighting ranging from a rape stand 
that holds aggressive dogs in place for 
mating and a breakstick used to pry 
open a dog’s mouth. Vick originally 
denied any involvement, but several 
months later, he pleaded guilty to 
felony charges of running an interstate 
dog fighting ring known as “Bad Newz 
Kennels.” The case drew widespread 
publicity and angered many animal 
lovers throughout the United States. 
Gruesome details of Vick’s operation were revealed, including 
how underperforming dogs were executed by electrocution and 
hanging. Vick even admitted to personally torturing and killing 
the dogs. Vick was sentenced to 23 months in prison and was 
ordered to pay nearly $1 million for the care and rehabilitation 
of the dogs seized from his property. He served 18 months 
before he was released to spend two more months under house 
arrest.  

In addition, Vick was suspended by the NFL, ordered to 
return over $19 million in earnings to the Atlanta Falcons, and 
lost millions of dollars in endorsements. Because of his debts, 
he later had to file for bankruptcy.

As most of us know, dog fighting is a form of gambling 
where dogs are trained to fight in a ring, often to their death. 
Dog fighting is a felony in all 50 states. In Pennsylvania, 
dog fighting is covered under the statute governing cruelty to 
animals, codified as 18 Pa.C.S.A. § 5511.  

I vividly remember the day it was announced that Vick signed 
with the Eagles to be a backup quarterback behind Donovan 

McNabb and Kevin Kolb. I was waiting for an overseas flight 
and my soon-to-be fiancé received a text message from his 
friend in Pittsburgh about Philadelphia having dog killers. 
I knew what that meant and was devastated to learn that my 
favorite football team just lowered its standards to hire criminals 
as players. Although this was not the first time the Eagles 
signed a controversial player, namely, Terrell Owens (T.O.), the 

organization was now bringing a player 
on board whose behavior was far worse 
than anything T.O. ever did.

When I returned from my trip, I 
heard that many fans sold their season 
tickets and some sporting goods stores 
refused to sell Vick’s No. 7 jersey. I 
personally know several people who 
were so disgusted with the signing 
of Vick that they no longer watch the 
Eagles and have switched allegiance to 
another team. I kept my season tickets, 
but proceeded to relay my discontent by 
booing every time Vick was sent into 
the game and cheered when he did not 
do well. I cringed whenever I heard a 
fan chant “Who let the dogs out” or saw 
a young child wearing a No. 7 jersey. I 
certainly was not the only one who did 
not want Vick to be a member of my 
home team, but there were also many 
Vick fans who wanted to give him a 
second chance. Unfortunately, some 
wanted it solely because he had the 

potential to be the quarterback to take the Eagles to the Super 
Bowl again and did not care what he did in his past.  

I do believe in second chances, but had yet to see why Vick 
deserved one. Of course, he has improved tremendously as a 
player on the field over the past year, but has he really changed 
to be a better person? When it became obvious during the 2010-
2011 season that Vick was not leaving Philadelphia any time 
soon, I decided to research whether Vick has changed. I had 
not seen or read much local publicity about Vick’s anti-cruelty 
efforts, and the Eagles, until recently, seemed to have done 
almost nothing with regard to the issue. With just a little bit of 
research though, what I did find was actually quite promising.

Back when Vick was still in prison, he requested a meeting 
with Wayne Pacelle, the president and CEO of the Humane 
Society of the United States (HSUS), to work with the 
organization after he was released. Pacelle surprisingly agreed 
to the partnership and ever since Vick was released from prison, 
they have been working together to stop dog fighting through 
the HSUS’ End Dogfighting™ campaign.
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According to the HSUS, large 
operations of dog fighting have declined 
in recent years, but street dog fighting is 
on the rise. Vick’s first appearance for 
HSUS occurred in early August 2008 
after he was conditionally reinstated in 
the NFL, but before he was a member of 
any team. Although he told the audience 
what he did was wrong, per his wishes, 
he spoke to only 55 people at a suburban 
Atlanta community center and prohibited 
most from the very neighborhood he was 
supposed to be helping from attending.

Fortunately, in his subsequent 
speaking engagements, Vick spoke to 
many more at-risk youth and urged the 
community to help with his campaign 
against dog fighting. Vick has made 
at least 14 appearances nationwide 
speaking to boys and young men in 
urban areas as part of his pledge to 
help the HSUS’ End Dogfighting™ 
campaign. In November, Pacelle and 
Vick visited schools in New Haven, 
Conn. to talk to thousands of students 
about animal cruelty. Vick delivered a 
compelling message that dog fighting is 
a dead-end road that sends dogs to the 
grave and young men to prison.

During his appearances, Vick often 
explains that he was raised in a tough 
neighborhood in Newport News, Va., 
where he was exposed to dog fighting 
at a young age. There, he faced the 
same temptations and bad influences 
that confront the young people he now 
targets on a daily basis. Locally, Vick 
has shared his story with students at 
Imhotep Institute Charter High School, 
which located in what is considered to 
be a high-risk area for dog fighting. 

The Phillies organization has 
been a supporter of animal welfare 
organizations for quite some time 
ranging from player appearances to 

calendar sales. Finally, the Eagles 
have joined the Phillies in its efforts 
and launched the Treating Animals 
With Kindness (TAWK) initiative to 
diminish the abuse of animals, promote 
responsible adoption, encourage spaying 
and neutering, and stop dog fighting 
through education and awareness. With 
the initiative, a $500,000 grant program 
was created and several organizations 
have already received grants. See www.
philadelphiaeagles.com/community/
eaglestawk.asp for more information 
about the program.

The canine victims of Vick’s dog-
fighting ring travel their own path of 
redemption. Forty-seven of the dogs 
rescued from Vick’s property survived 
with the majority of them becoming 
family pets, agility champions, and 
even therapy dogs. To learn more about 
their story, read !"#$%&'($)&*'+$,-."/#0$
1-.23'$ )&*'$ /45$ !"#-6$ !/0#$ &7$ 8#'.9#$
/45$8#5#:;(-&4 (Gotham, $26) written 
by <;&6('$ =009'(6/(#5 senior editor Jim 
Gorant.

Many of us will never forgive Michael 
Vick, but it appears that he and the 
Eagles organization are doing the right 
thing. Because of his background, Vick 
is an ideal role model for at-risk kids.  
If Vick saves just one dog from being 
tortured or killed or just one person 
from entering the world of dog fighting, 
then the work he is doing with the HSUS 
should be at least be encouraged.  And, 
for many Eagles fans, it certainly would 
not hurt if he led the Philadelphia Eagles 
to a Super Bowl victory.

Kim R. Jessum (kjessum@stradley.com),  
of counsel to Stradley Ronon Stevens & 
Young, LLP, is editor-in-chief of  
The Philadelphia Lawyer. 
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S
alaries for associates at law 
firms were mostly flat for 2009 
and 2010, while median sala-

ries fell back in some markets, accord-
ing to research from the Association 
for Legal Career Professionals.

Public interest lawyers also saw 
their salaries remain flat and the divide 
between private sector and public 
interest lawyer salaries is as big as ever, 
NALP said.

“The real story on associate salaries 
is that they have been largely flat during 
the recession, and that is actually better 
news than we might have hoped for,” 
said NALP executive director James 
Leipold. “Of more importance is the 
persistent gap between private sector 
and public interest lawyer salaries 
that these two surveys so dramatically 
document. Even as some private sector 
associate salaries have fallen back 
during the recession, this gap has not 
diminished, and is not likely to diminish 
in the near future.”

The overall median first-year salary 
was $115,000, and ranged from 
$72,000 in firms of 2-25 lawyers to 
$117,500 in firms of 501-700 lawyers, 
and $160,000 in firms of more than 
700 lawyers, with the latter figure 
accounting for 58 percent of reported 
first-year salaries in firms that size, and 
also representing the high. The median 
at firms of 251-500 lawyers remained 
unchanged at $125,000, while that at 
firms of 500-700 lawyers declined by 
several thousand dollars, reflecting 
relatively more reporting of salaries 
of $110,000, $115,000 and $145,000 
compared with 2009.

According to the NALP’s 2010 Public 
Sector and Public Interest Attorney 

Salary Report, the median entry-level 
salary for an attorney at a civil legal 
services organization is $42,000; an 
attorney with 11-15 years of experience 
can expect a salary of about $62,000. 
The median entry-level salary for 
public defenders is about $45,700; 
with 11-15 years of experience, the 
median is about $76,000. The salary 
scale for local prosecuting attorneys 

is slightly higher, starting at $50,000 
and progressing to $81,500 for those 
with 11-15 years of experience. 
Finally, salaries for attorneys in public 
interest organizations with issue-driven 
missions — such as those dealing 
with women’s or environmental issues 
— start at $45,000 and rise to about 
$71,000 with 11-15 years of experience. 

SALARY STAGNATION ! FREE ADVICE ! DIVERSITY DROPS !   IN MEMORIAM

BriefsBriefsBriefs
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A
lmost two-thirds of attorneys 
surveyed said friends and 
family members frequently 

ask them for free legal advice. While 
many don’t mind helping out, almost 
one quarter of those polled find the 
requests to be irritating or burdensome.

“Although most in the legal field take 
these requests in stride, when someone 
is approached too often, and by too 
many people, it can feel like a burden. In 
these situations, it may be best to make a 
referral and then move on,” said Charles 
Volkert, executive director of Robert 
Half Legal.

The survey of 300 attorneys, 
conducted by Robert Half Legal, said 
the lawyers estimated they had given an 
average of $5,000 in free legal advice 
over the last year. 

Twenty-four percent said they were 
asked very frequently for advice by 
friends and family members; 44 percent 
said the requests were somewhat 
frequent and 29 percent said the requests 
were not very frequent.

Those feeling burdened, irritated or 
not wanting to get involved with the 
requests for free legal advice made up 
24 percent of the respondents.

;-((*<(.&,*!:5%$(*=(>2("'"*?&/*@(*&*@2-:(/



A
ll members of the Philadelphia legal community 
are invited to attend a complimentary reception on 
Wednesday, Jan. 5 from 5 to 7 p.m. in honor of 

Rudolph Garcia, 84th Chancellor of the Philadelphia Bar 
Association.

The Chancellor’s Reception will be held in the Grand 
Ballroom at the Hyatt at The Bellevue, Broad and Walnut 
streets. No reservations are necessary.

This is the event at which even the city’s busiest and most 
successful legal luminaries patiently wait in line to wish their 
leader and each other good luck in the year ahead.

Brian T. Keim
Aug. 26, 2010, Age 67

Seymour Kivitz
Sept. 8, 2010, Age 88

Alan M. Lerner
Oct. 7, 2010, Age 68

Peter Platten
Oct. 22, 2010, Age 88

Judge Morton Krase
Nov. 11, 2010, Age 76

Marvin Comisky
Nov. 12, 2010, Age 92

Christopher Rosser
Nov. 20, 2010, Age 72

Earle N. Barber
Nov. 28, 2010, Age 83
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Please send In Memoriam notices to tplmag@philabar.org.

Have you considered a contribution to the Philadelphia Bar 

Foundation in memory of a de ceased colleague?

For information, call Gene Sirni, 

Foundation Executive Director, at 2152386334.
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T
he representation of women 
and minority lawyers in law 
firms declined between 2009 

and 2010, likely a casualty of massive 
lawyer layoffs during the 2008-2009 
recession.

The Association for Legal Career 
Professionals said that in 2010, the 
percentage of women and minority 
partners in law firms across the nation 
was actually slightly higher than in 2009. 
But among associates, representation of 
women and minorities declined slightly. 

Philadelphia is among the cities 
at or above average with respect to 
women. NALP said 19.04 percent of 
Philadelphia partners are women and 
3.97 are minorities. Just 1.39 percent 
of partners in Philadelphia are minority 
women. For associates in Philadelphia, 
45.79 percent are women and 13.29 
percent are minorities, with 7.46 being 
minority women.

Minorities now make up just 12.40 
percent of lawyers at the law firms 
surveyed, compared with 12.59 percent 
in 2009. Less than one-third of lawyers 
at these same firms are women — 32.69 
percent in 2010 compared with 32.97 
percent in 2009. Minority women now 
account for just more than 6.20 percent 
of lawyers at these firms compared with 

6.33 percent in 2009.
In the 17 years that NALP has been 

compiling this information, law firms 
had made slow progress in increasing 
the number of women and minorities in 
the partner and associate ranks. In 2010, 
that slow trend continued for partners, 
with minorities accounting for 6.16 
percent of partners in the nation’s major 
firms, and women accounting for 19.43 
percent of the partners in these firms. 
In 2009, the figures were 6.05 percent 
and 19.21 percent, respectively. The 
change since 1993 has been marginal. 
At that time minorities accounted for 
2.55 percent of partners and women 
accounted for 12.27 percent of partners. 
Among associates, the percentage 
of women had increased from 38.99 
percent (1993) to 45.66 percent in 
2009, before falling back to 45.41 
percent in 2010. Minority percentages 
had increased from 8.36 percent to 
19.67 percent before dropping slightly 
to 19.53 percent in 2010.

Minority women make up less 
than 2 percent of the partners in the 
nation’s major law firms. Minority 
men accounted for just 4.21 percent of 
partners in 2010. Minorities account 
for 19.53 percent of associates, down 
slightly from 2009, and women account 

for 10.90 percent 
of associates, down 
from 11.02 percent 
from 2009.

<&G*;%-H*I%5(-"%'6*!H#/.*!""#$%&'("**
+A-%/J"*%/*KLML4*N&'%#/&,*+'2:6*+&6"
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I
t’s amazing how active Cupid 
is in the workplace and not just 
on Valentine’s Day. Romance 
is alive and well in the world 
of work. Focusing my practice 

in the employment area, the stories I 
have heard run the gamut of romantic ac-
tivity from the tame to the outrageous – 
all at work. For the individuals involved, 
this mix – though delightful – can and 
often does turn into a perilous activity 
on all counts – professionally, emotion-
ally and as a legal matter. The 
highest risk for all involved, 
including the employer, likely 
will be from the fallout when 
the romantic involvement ends.

That is not true for all 
relationships that develop at 
work. Some trysts do have happy 
endings.  According to research 
in this area, 15 to 20 percent 
of couples found their mates 
at work. The annual Office 
Romance Survey conducted by 
Vault.com, however, found that 
more than twice that percentage 
– 46 percent of respondents 
– admitted to having an office 
romance, 82 percent have 
known of an office romance 
between their co-workers and 
48 percent report to having 
known a married coworker 
having an affair. 

Many people have asked me for advice 
about workplace romance. Love is a 
wonderful thing but when it’s at work, 
it’s complicated, so if the opportunity 
presents itself for you, tread lightly, go 
slow, pause and reflect. 

Ask yourself whether the relationship 
is truly voluntary and if there is 
work-related pressure to consent to 
participation. Consider also that if the 
relationship falls apart [and most do] 
then you’ll need to walk into the office 
on Monday morning and see him or her 

plus all manner of inquiring looks from 
everyone else down at the office who’s 
wondering “what happened?”  

Employers, pull out your anti-
harassment policies. Under Cupid’s 
spell, people do things that their better 
judgment and discretion would, under 
other circumstances, keep them from 
pursuing. The feelings people have – 
love, sexual attraction and romance – are 
complicated by also having individuals’ 
jobs, careers and livelihoods in the mix.

Employers have legal duties during the 
life of the relationship and afterwards. 
The federal law of sexual harassment 
provides for vicarious liability such 
that the employer is responsible for 
harassment by its supervisors and 
managers. See >>?@$ >47&6.#:#4($
A9-5/4.#+$ 1-./6-&9'$ >:;0&B#6$
%-/C-0-(B$ 7&6$ D40/E790$ F/6/'':#4($ CB$
<9;#6G-'&6', Notice 915.002, June 18, 
1999.   The definition of a “supervisor” 
is broad encompassing the person who 
“has the authority to direct an employee’s 
daily work activities” (assign work and 

projects) and the one who has “authority 
to undertake or recommend tangible 
employment actions.” 

Although under federal law there is no 
individual liability in harassment cases 
and the employer is the responsible 
party, many state anti-discrimination 
statues provide potential liability for 
individual supervisors for “aiding and 
abetting” the harassment.

IS IT OR ISN’T IT SEXUAL 

HARASSMENT

Title VII of the Civil Rights 
Act of 1964 prohibits unlawful 
employment practices “because 
of . . . . sex” 42 U.S.C.§ 
2000e-2(a)(1). It was not until 
1986 that the U.S. Supreme 
Court in ,#6-(&6$ </G-4*'$H/42$
GI$ 1-4'&4 recognized a cause 
of action for sexual harassment 
(“when a supervisor sexually 
harasses a subordinate because 
of the subordinate’s sex, that 
supervisor ‘discriminate[s]’ on 
the basis of sex,”) effectively 
making sexual harassment a 
subset of sex discrimination. 

From a legal perspective, 
Title VII does not proscribe 
all conduct of a sexual nature 
in the workplace. Only 
“unwelcome” sexual conduct 
constitutes a violation. So 

long as romantic relationships at work 
are truly consensual, then there is no 
sexual harassment because the element 
of unwelcomeness required for sexual 
harassment is missing. 

Can a romantic relationship involving 
a manager, partner or owner (“manager”) 
together with a staff person, associate 
or other supervisee (“staff”) ever be 
truly consensual? Does the manager’s 
power over the staff person’s conditions 
of employment – evaluations, raises, 
promotions and bonuses – negate that 
possibility? If the staff person believes 

It’s Complicated: Mixing Romance and Work 
LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT LAW 

When it Comes to Love on the Job,
Tread Lightly and Go Slow
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or if it is true that the only way to succeed at the job is by 
engaging in sexual conduct with the manager or accepting 
sexual solicitations, then the relationship is not consensual 
and, therefore, not actually welcome.  

Relationships are complicated and things can change. 
What used to be welcome can become unwelcome. Or the 
couple may part ways thereby presenting new challenges for 
the employee and employer. Unless the relationship leads to 
marriage or long-term cohabitation, then a break up is virtually 
inevitable (although some work liaisons last a very long time). 
True, sometimes it’s a joint decision but often one person ends 
the relationship and the other may not be so happy about it.

If the manager ends the romantic relationship, and the staff 
person is angry or quite unhappy about it, the staff person may 
file allegations of being coerced into the relationship – perhaps 
it was welcome at the start but devolved into a situation where 
the manager refused to quit – and the staff person complains 
of sexual harassment.  

On the other hand, if the staff person ends the relationship 
and is dissatisfied or angry with the employer or manager 
thereafter, then they may claim that their manager is retaliating 
against them for ending the relationship. Poor reviews, low 
raises and undesirable assignments are alleged to be brought 
on not by anything the staff person did but in retaliation for the 
unilateral ending of the relationship. 

As a legal matter, the employer’s obligation in general is to 
take reasonable care to prevent sexual harassment and to take 
prompt and appropriate remedial action to stop the harassment 
should it occur. See >>?@$ >47&6.#:#4($
A9-5/4.#.  

Is there anything the employer could have 
done to prevent this situation?  

The employer could make a rule prohibiting 
all romantic relationships where one person 
supervises the other or between all employees. 
In my experience this is a rule that is honored 
far more in the breach than in the observance. 
Plus employers are often reluctant to enforce 
the rule when it means breaking up a love affair. 
Some employers require the staff person to 
sign a statement attesting that the relationship 
is welcome and consensual. This solution is 
good only so long as the relationship remains 
consensual. Things change and do go wrong 
with romances. What was once desirable may 
become unwelcome making the statement 
then worthless.

Another solution, the one I recommend, 
is anti-harassment training for the entire 
workforce.  Employees at all levels should 
understand the pitfalls and challenges, 
both to them and the employer, of romantic 
relationships at work. The message should 
be loud, clear and promulgated often that 
employees must proceed with great caution 
when mixing romance and work and that 
if the staff person believes they are being 
coerced into unwanted sexual activity, then 
they should make an internal complaint of 

sexual harassment. Supervisors and managers should receive 
periodic training so that they understand their responsibilities. 

The employer should also adopt, distribute and enforce an 
anti-harassment policy that includes a complaint procedure 
encouraging employees to report incidents to someone in 
authority other than the alleged harasser. A truly effective 
anti-harassment “program” must include more than just a 
policy. It is comprised of the policy, training, a complaint 
procedure, assurances of non-retaliation and confidentiality, 
an investigation into complaints, prompt remedial action if 
the investigation determines that harassment has occurred, 
and follow-up to make certain that the employee who lodged 
the complaint has not been retaliated against. The court has 
also made clear that to be effective there must be top-down, 
genuine support for the program, “not mere lip service.” For 
legal authority and details concerning these requirements, 
see H960-4*(&4$=459'(6-#'$GI$>00#6(", 542 U.S. 742 (1998) and 
J/6/*"#6$GI$@-(B$&7$H&./$8/(&4, 524 U.S. 775 (1998). 

An effective anti-harassment program, then, is the best 
way to avoid work-related harassment and liability for sexual 
harassment claims, including those arising from romantic 
involvements, and to provide your workforce with an 
environment free of sexual harassment.   

Deborah Weinstein (dweinstein@weinsteinfirm.com), president of 
The Weinstein Firm, is creator of SmartMoves™ anti-harassment 
training programs and a member of the Editorial Board of The 
Philadelphia Lawyer magazine.
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B
enjamin Franklin once 
famously said some-
thing to the effect that 
nothing is as certain in 
life as death and taxes. 

While there’s no question that remains 
an apt expression, 2010 has been 
somewhat of a “Twilight Zone” year for 
estate planners. For the first time in our 
careers, none of the estates of our clients 
who died in 2010 had federal estate tax 
to pay because it was repealed !"#$%&'&$
"()*. Also repealed, for 2010 
only, was the federal genera-
tion skipping transfer (GST) 
tax.  

Although the wheels were 
set in motion for this one-year 
temporary repeal many years 
ago, largely attributable to 
the second President Bush’s 
campaign promise to repeal 
the “death tax,” most, if not 
all estate planning lawyers 
thought we would never see 
this tax environment. Up 
through December of 2009 
we were still anticipating that 
Congress would act to avert 
this impossible-to-justify 
tax policy that results in significantly 
different federal estate and GST tax 
burdens for the estates of decedents 
who died in 2009, 2010 and 2011.  
For a Pennsylvania resident’s estate 
of $10 million passing to children, in 
2009, when a $3.5 million exemption 
was in place, the total federal estate 
and Pennsylvania inheritance taxes 
imposed would be $3,172,500, in 2010 
there would be no federal estate taxes 
but a Pennsylvania inheritance tax 
of $450,000, and in 2011, when the 
exemption is scheduled to revert to $1 
million, the total taxes due would be 
$4,795,000.

A further complication in the tax laws 
in 2010 is that there is not an unlimited 

stepped up basis for inherited property 
as has typically is the case is in every 
other year under Internal Revenue Code 
(IRC) Section 1014. Instead, there is a 
“carry-over basis” rule in effect which is 
similar to the rule that applies to inter 
vivos gifts of property under IRC Section 
1015. There are also special allowances 
for allocating stepped-up basis to up to 
$1.3 million of gain to property passing 
to non-spouse beneficiaries and up to $3 
million of gain to property passing for 

the benefit of a surviving spouse.  
For the first half of 2010, estate 

planners were still bracing for a potential 
retroactive change to the 2010 estate tax 
laws, but, despite a few proposals in 
Congress, none have been enacted. We 
remain anxious to learn with greater 
certainty what the tax environment will 
be in 2011. If Congress doesn’t act, as 
noted above, the exemption will remain 
at $1 million. However, there have been 
proposals to increase it to $2 million, 
$3.5 million or $5 million. While it’s 
impossible to know what will happen, 
and based on this year’s experience with 
congressional inertia, perhaps we should 
simply expect more of the same. The 
conventional wisdom has been that there 

will be a compromise at an exemption 
of $3.5 million, the exemption level 
that has been consistently supported by 
President Obama’s platform.

One thing that appears nearly for 
certain, under the current political and 
economic climate, it is very unlikely that 
we will see a permanent repeal of the 
federal estate tax in the near future as had 
been the original objective of many of 
those in Congress (and President Bush) 
in setting the wheels in motion for 2010’s 

one-year repeal. Back in 2001, 
when the one-year repeal and 
increased exemptions were 
voted into law by Congress, 
we were enjoying relatively 
good economic times and 
the federal budget hadn’t yet 
been burdened with the costs 
of the Iraq war or the Katrina 
disaster.

Needless to say, it has been 
exceedingly difficult to give 
clients sound estate planning 
advice in this tax environment. 
However, estate planners have 
been busy, inter alia, with the 
following as result of the one-
year repeal:

Pennsylvania, we’ve been urging 
our state legislatures to pass laws 
to interpret formula clauses that 
contemplate the existence of the 
federal estate tax, in a uniform 
manner statewide to address the one 
year repeal.  

disclaim assets passing to them from 
their deceased spouses to maximize 
the benefits to their families from 
this year’s repeal of the estate tax.

advantage of the one-year repeal 
in the federal generation skipping 
transfer tax by making outright gifts 
(and distributions from GST subject 

Planning for Death and Taxes in the 21st Century
TAX LAW By REBECCA ROSENBERGER SMOLEN
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trusts) to “skip persons” (i.e., grandchildren and more 
remote descendants).

to lock in the one-year 35 percent gift tax rate.
After going through the challenges of this year, and once we 

have more certainty for the future, it appears that going forward 
estate planning will seem much simpler by comparison. While 
much of our work is tax driven, a good deal is not. Clients 
always need to plan for potential incapacity and carefully 
structure who will receive their assets upon their deaths and 
under what terms. More and more frequently, as a result of our 
increasingly litigious society and the high divorce rate, as well 
as Pennsylvania’s repeal of the “Rule Against Perpetuities” 
in recent years, clients have been gravitating toward creating 
perpetual trusts for their children to better protect their 
inheritances from claims of creditors and spouses in a divorce, 
as well as from their own potential spendthrift proclivities (in 
contrast to the typical trust structure in the past that would vest 
all of a child’s inheritance by age 35). Also, out of recognition 
that a surviving spouse might remarry, irrespective of tax 
planning considerations, both husbands and wives have been 
gravitating toward structuring their asset base so that at least 
one-half of their joint assets will pass to the surviving spouse 
in a trust arrangement to better protect their life savings for 
their children out of recognition that the surviving spouse may 
remarry and develop new fiscal allegiances and obligations.

Here is a list of many of the tasks estate planners focus on 
to help our clients plan their estates divided into those that are 
sensitive to the federal estate tax structure (or 
mere existence) and those that are not:

FEDERAL ESTATE TAX SENSITIVE

effectively using the Federal estate tax 
exemptions of each spouse (including use 
of inter-vivos QTIP Trusts).

spouse to die by either gift to non-spouse 
beneficiaries or trust structure that 
benefits the surviving spouse but bypasses 
his or her estate (including post-mortem 
disclaimer planning). 

(2010 federal gift tax exclusion is $13,000 
per donee).

insurance since life insurance is subject 
to Federal estate tax despite its exemption 
from income tax.  

federal gift and estate tax exemption of 
clients:

a. Qualified Personal Residence Trusts
b. Grantor Retained Annuity Trusts
c. Sales to Grantor Trusts
d. Private annuity transactions
e. Family Limited Partnerships
f. Discounted Fractional Interest Gifts
g. Charitable Remainder & Lead Trusts

NON-ESTATE TAX SENSITIVE

care power of attorney and living will.

joint assets for children.

income tax planning.

of family catastrophe.

(i.e., life insurance, retirement accounts, annuities).

Qualified Retirement Accounts for beneficiaries (i.e., IRA 
stretchout).

As you can see, there are plenty of important tasks unrelated 
to the federal estate tax for estate planners to address for 
clients. So, regardless of what Congress does in the future to 
further tinker with the federal estate and generation skipping 
transfer tax systems, for the reasons that Ben Franklin noted 
so long ago, estate planning attorneys will remain busy well 
into the 21st century and beyond.

Rebecca Rosenberger Smolen (rrs@stevenslee.com) is a shareholder 
with Stevens & Lee P.C.
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T
he proverb “time and tide 
waits for no man” embodies 
the long-standing wisdom 
that no one can control 

the inevitable march of time or the ebb 
and flow of life. It is equally true that 
no one can stop the breakneck pace of 
technological development or predict its 
direction. Technology affects how we 
enjoy a Saturday night at home watch-
ing movies, how we read books and 
how businesses stay at the forefront of 
competition.  New technology generates 
a host of novel legal concerns, includ-
ing intellectual property issues.  Parties 
often draft licenses to govern the use of 
intellectual property (i.e. movies, books 
or software). However, contracts do not 
always account for new technological 
developments and the courts, parties 
and lawyers are often left to debate and 
interpret how outdated licenses should 
govern new technological developments.

FROM THE BIG SCREEN  

TO THE SMALL SCREEN

It is difficult to fathom in the age of 
LCD and plasma, but it was not until 
the 1950s that televisions became a 
popular source of home entertainment. 
The television was invented in 1923 
and commercial television began in the 
United States in 1941. The invention 
of television impacted the licensing 
of films. In 1968, the Second Circuit 
decided H/6('."$ GI$ ,#(6&KA&05EB4K
,/B#6L$ =4.I, which presented the issue 
of whether a film studio had the right to 
broadcast a movie over a new form of 
technology: the television. The plaintiff 
argued that MGM had been granted the 
right to show the film in movie theatres 
but not on television.  

The court held that the contract 
granted MGM “the motion picture rights 
throughout the world,” which included 
the right to show it on television, a 
new technological medium. The court 
explained that MGM could pursue any 

uses that were reasonably similar to the 
technology described in the contract. 
The court noted that television was 
not completely unknown at the time of 
contracting (1930) and reasoned that 
the onus should be on the licensor (film 
owner) to contract to retain rights to 
exploit uses of its intellectual property 
in new technological mediums.  

WHEN IS A BOOK NOT  

IN “BOOK FORM?”

Intellectual property licensing took 
an unpredictable turn in the early 2000s 
with the creation of eBooks. EBooks 
digitize text into a format that is read 
by computer software and then viewed 
with the aid of an electronic device (i.e. 

the Kindle). In the early 2000s, Rosetta 
Books contracted with several authors, 
including Kurt Vonnegut, to publish 
their works in eBook format. However, 
these authors had already licensed the 
right to print, publish and sell their 
works “in book form” to Random House 
in contracts dating from 1961 to 1982. 
The day after Rosetta Books launched 
its eBook business, Random House sued 
to enjoin sale of the books in digital 
format.  

In 8/45&:$ F&9'#L$ =4.I$ GI$ 8&'#((/$
H&&2'$%%@, the court was presented with 
the issue of whether Random House had 
the right to publish the licensed books in 
eBook format as well as the traditional 
“book” format. The court, interpreting 
the language of the original contracts, 
held that the right to print, publish and 

sell the works “in book form” did not 
include the right to publish the books in 
a new technological medium: the eBook. 
Contrary to the approach in H/6('.", 
the court favored the interpretation that 
licensors (authors of the books) should 
keep rights to new technological uses of 
their works unless the right is explicitly 
given to another party.  

VIRTUALIZATION  

– THE NEW FRONTIER

Recently, “virtualization” has 
become a cutting-edge technological 
development for businesses that has 
raised unique issues regarding the 
licensing of computer software.  The 
term virtualization is commonly used to 
refer to the creation of multiple virtual 
servers that operate on one physical 
computer. Virtualization uses fewer 
physical resources to do an increased 
amount of work in a virtual environment, 
cuts the costs of purchasing expensive 
hardware for computers, uses less 
physical storage space and reduces costs 
to power and cool physical computers.  

Since software is a form of intellectual 
property, businesses purchase licenses to 
use software on computers. The number 
of licenses purchased by a company 
has traditionally been based upon the 
number of physical computers it owns. 
With the increasing popularity of 
virtualization, the traditional model for 
licensing software is quickly becoming 
obsolete. For example, how many 
software licenses must a business with 
one physical machine but multiple 
virtual servers purchase to be legally 
compliant?  Software licenses drafted 
before 2008 typically do not even 
address the issue of virtualization.  

Software companies that have outdated 
licenses with customers should be wary 
because it is arguable that their failure to 
contract for payment of software used in 
a new technological medium – a virtual 
environment – is their loss. Businesses 

Faster Than the Speed of Law
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW By MEGAN M. KEARNEY
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are also left vulnerable by contracts that 
do not address use of software in virtual 
environments because they could be 
liable for paying significant licensing 
back fees or damages to a software 
company after creating a virtual system.  

Courts have yet to hear a case involving 
a software licensing dispute between a 
software provider and a business using 
software in a virtual environment. A 
business, finding itself potentially 
noncompliant with its software license, 
may prefer to avoid being the “test case” 
for the courts to decide liability and 
potentially substantial damages.  But, 
such a case is inevitably coming.  

Courts will likely continue to decide 
intellectual property licensing cases 
involving new technology according 
to principles of contract interpretation. 
This process leads to uncertainty and 
time-consuming, expensive case-by-
case determinations of the impact of 
technological developments on the 
parties. One way to keep clients out of 
these murky and uncertain waters is 
to be aware of the possibility of new 
technological developments at the time of 
contracting and to renegotiate contracts 

before implementing new technologies.  
Although the tide of technology 

“waits for no man” to be prepared for 
its ebbs, flows and new developments, 
practitioners can control its legal impact 
by drafting contracts that will protect 
their clients. A common clause that is 
employed in contracts to anticipate the 
emergence of new technologies grants 
intellectual property rights for “means 
or methods now or hereinafter known.” 
This provision signals to a court that the 
parties intend the intellectual property 
rights to be granted to new technological 
mediums that may be developed in 
the future. In the context of software 
licensing, parties should negotiate the 
licensing of software in light of potential 
virtualization to avoid the uncertainty of 
litigation. Technology is often moving 
faster than the speed of law, but clients 
cannot afford to wait. Practitioners 
should create forward-thinking contracts 
for their clients until the law can catch up 
with technology.

Megan M. Kearney (kearneym@pepperlaw.
com) is an associate with Pepper Hamilton 
LLP.
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I reluctantly write to comment on 
Deborah Weinstein’s kind inclusion of 
me as a former editorial board member, 
in connection with her interest in 
accurately reporting on the history of  
the editorial board membership.  I was 
the first woman member of the editorial 
board.  The Honorable Judge Leon Katz 
(Ret.), appointed me to the Board in 
1979, when our publication was known 
as !"#$ <"-4*0#. It was lonesome back 
then!

Fortunately, now we have a diverse 
board and good company for all.  
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JEFF LYONS:  This is your second stint with the City 
Solicitor’s Office. The first time around, you spent a 
lot of time in the courtroom. Do you miss being in the 
courtroom? 

SHELLEY R. SMITH: Not really. I was a trial lawyer for about 10 years 
here and I tried close to 70 federal constitutional court cases. The last 
year I was a trial lawyer here I tried cases virtually back to back over 
13 months that were progressively longer each time. By the end of 
that year I was pretty burned out and I was ready for a change.  For a 
while after that I still tried maybe a case a year, but I was ready for a 
change.   I enjoy what I’m doing now – the management of the office 
and the policymaking and working with the mayor. The demands of 
this position wouldn’t allow the time for me to try a case even if I had 
a burning desire to do it – which I don’t. I don’t miss the pressure or 
stress of being a trial lawyer.

How many different departments and lawyers are you 
responsible for? 

Our office is divided into three groups 
– corporate, litigation and health and 
human services. Across all of those 
groups are about 165 lawyers. We 
have a total staff of 325 people.

How often are you in touch 
with the mayor?
On average, probably once every 
other day, at least. It goes through 
phases where we’re working on 
particular issues for him or issues 

in which he has a keen interest. The Board of Revision of Taxes 
(BRT) would be an example of one of those. The dissolution and 
restructuring of the row offices, the labor negotiations. Those kind 
of things tend to produce more meetings with him. We have cabinet-
like meetings once a week, maybe twice a week. The mayor is a big 
e-mail person. Everybody who knows him certainly knows that. He 
has two BlackBerrys. He e-mails frequently. I’ve known the mayor for 
a long time and we have a very comfortable relationship in terms of 
communication. Either one of us will reach out to the other.  

How much has your office been involved with everything 
that’s gone on with the BRT?  
We’ve been very involved. Even before any lawsuit was filed, there 
were legal issues that had to be resolved regarding how the structure of 
the BRT could be changed, and what would be the consequences for 
the employees, for example, who were formerly exempt employees 
who were on the school district’s payroll, though their peers in other 
city agencies were represented civil service employees. We had to sort 
all of those things out before the ordinance was drafted and passed by 
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Council. We also consulted with Council – whom we also represent 
– in the drafting of the ordinance.  Then, shortly after it was passed, 
the members of the BRT filed a lawsuit, so we were responsible for 
defending the lawsuit. 

We have a tax unit that handles all tax matters once they get out 
of the Department of Revenue. The way that property tax collection 
works is that the Board of Revisions sends a homeowner a property 
assessment. If the homeowner had an issue with it, he or she would 
appeal it to the Board. Assuming at some point it gets to court, we 
would litigate it on behalf of the city, and of course, the BRT is one 
of the many city agencies for which we generally provide counsel. 
If your real estate taxes become delinquent, as millions of dollars of 
real estate taxes have, then it’s our office that’s responsible for going 
after those delinquent taxes. We do some of that collections work 
ourselves, and we contract with a couple of vendors to split up the 
work because there are thousands of accounts.

What’s the best part about this job? 
It’s the variety. First of all, the nature of the work that we do for 
the city is so important. Nearly everything we do makes a profound 
impact every single day. We joke that we pick up a newspaper every 
morning to see what we’re going to have to deal with all day long. 
Practically everything that we deal with is front-page news. The 
issues are complex and they have a direct impact on the community. 
In my role specifically, I consult with the mayor and the deputy 
mayors on significant policy issues that again directly impact the 
citizens every day. The cases we handle are important – civil rights 
cases like the Fox News officers’ alleged brutality, the “stop-and-
frisk” case that was recently filed; election issues concerning the 
rights of disabled or otherwise disenfranchised voters, the legality 
of Ethics Board fines for campaign violations; the legitimacy of the 
local gun ordinances; the development of casinos and the new Family 
Court; the interpretation of local legislation that seeks to level our 
local economic playing field and to take the politics out of routine 
city business.  Every day, in every matter, we’re making decisions 

that will, as I said, profoundly and directly impact 
Philadelphians in the short- and long-term.  So the 
real value of this job is that I have the opportunity 
to come to work and feel like I’m really making a 
difference, one way or the other. 

Then there’s the challenge of the labor 
negotiations. We really are now, nationally, 
at a crossroads of balancing public employee 
benefits and the cost of those benefits to the 
public those employees serve. Our pension plan 
is underfunded.  Health care costs have steadily 
risen since defined benefit plans became the 
de facto standard for our employees nearly 
20 years ago. These are critical issues for that 
Philadelphians, and, frankly, Americans, will 
have to resolve if local governments are to remain 
solvent. The financial future of the city, state and 
country is going to depend on how they shake out. 
Considering those questions from a macro policy 
perspective is fascinating and intellectually 
rewarding for me. 

Finally, of course, are the people. I work with 
fantastic people. The lawyers in this office are so 
committed to what they do. And to come back 

and manage the office where I worked for so long, I’m really very 
proud of that. I loved working here as a trial lawyer. To come back 
here and be in charge of this office is very gratifying for me. 

Have there been any new developments with DROP 
(Deferred Retirement Option Plan)?  
Councilwoman Marion Tasco, on behalf of the mayor, introduced 
an ordinance back in September to eliminate the DROP program. 
We issued an opinion to City Council in October advising them that 
it was legally possible to eliminate the DROP program. They had 
questions about the impact on collectively bargained employees 
and general legal issues about the ability to change pension benefits 
for existing employees.  Now that ordinance is in Council and has 
been referred to committee. The committee will hold one or more 
hearings and then it’ll recommend it out of committee or not with 
whatever recommendation it deems appropriate. Council, which has 
a representative on the pension board, recognizes that something 
has to be done about DROP because it’s very expensive. I think 
they wrestle with the problem that the existing ordinance does 
not preclude elected officials from taking part in it – though state 
law now prohibits that, the legislation at the time did not preclude 
elected officials from taking part in it, so elected officials felt free 
to take part in it. The perception about that participation has driven 
a very negative discussion about a benefit that in large part was for 
appointed employees, not elected officials. I think Council members 
wrestle with how to deal with DROP and a conversation about it that’s 
being driven by that narrative, because they don’t want to punish 
employees who, in truth, have not been the prominent targets of the 
criticism. The average city employee is not going to get a DROP 
payout of $450,000. Their salaries aren’t that high. Nevertheless, 
Council recognizes that the program has to change because overall 
our pension benefits are very expensive. Wherever we can make 
changes that will reduce the cost of the pension plan to the city, I 
think we have to look at doing it. I don’t know if it will pass in the 
form as it was introduced. They may decide to modify it.



What issues are coming up that will 
require a lot of attention from your 
office?
I don’t know if there’s any one thing.  
Normally, as I’ve outlined here, we juggle 
a dozen different critical issues at any given 
time.   I personally devote much of my 
attention to labor negotiations issues, like 
the recent removal of the paramedics from 
the firefighters union; the ongoing struggle 
to get labor arbitration awards that respect 
the requirement of PICA (Pennsylvania 
Intergovernmental Cooperation Authority) 
that the city have the ability to pay for 
those awards. Consistent with that concern, 
we’re appealing the firefighters award,  as 
we did the last firefighters award in 2005, 
because it didn’t meet our ability to pay. 
There are changes to Medicare lien reporting 
requirements in the new health care 
law that will require our cooperation in 
litigation to ensure compliance, which 
will be significant for us because of the 
number of litigation matters we have 
involving Medicare liens.  The “stop-
and-frisk” case will be time-consuming, 
certainly, as will the Family Court 
development. 

Beyond that I think, I don’t see any one 
single major thing we’ll be working on. 
The big issues we dealt with in the first 
year and half of the administration were 
the gun litigation over the ordinances. 
The Supreme Court fairly recently 
denied allocatur in that case, so we’ve 
reached the end of the litigation line, for 
the moment, and are now focused on the 
Police Department’s enforcement of the 
ordinances that were allowed to remain. 

Do you consider yourself to be a role 
model or a mentor to other diverse 
attorneys in this office or in private 
practice throughout the city?  
My goal has always been to be the best 
lawyer I can be, and if I’ve fulfilled my 
end of that bargain, I expect you to fulfill 
yours.  I often tell young female lawyers 
who worry that they will be, or feel that 
they have been, bullied because they’re 
young or they’re female or they’re diverse, 
or different in whatever way:  You can’t go 
into a situation thinking, “They’re going to 
treat me differently.” You just have to know 
your stuff and know that you are prepared to 
do what you’re there to do and then do it, and 
put blinders on to the rest of it.  People will 
always try to push other people’s buttons or 
find others’ weaknesses, particularly in an 

adversarial situation, and they’ll often use 
whatever ammunition their predispositions 
lead them to use, but their baggage is their 
baggage.  If you’re the best lawyer you can 
possibly be, all the other stuff will take care 
of itself.  And if you are the best lawyer you 
can be, and you’re doing your job, and you’re 
not being treated appropriately, you have 
a right to complain, and should complain, 
about that simply on that basis, that you are 
entitled to professional and personal respect 
and decency.    

I have mentoring relationships with a few 
attorneys whom I’ve worked with along the 
way. I’m pretty receptive when people reach 
out to me and ask for assistance or advice 
about professional situations. I should 
probably do more of it, but I find mentoring 
relationships to be more productive when 

people reach out naturally rather than when 
the relationship is more contrived.

There have been a number of Bar 
Association Chancellors who have 
served as city solicitors. Have you 
gotten any advice from them? 
When I was first appointed I met with 
several of the former solicitors, who all got 
together to share their advice.  Since then 
I talk to Mark Aronchick here and there, 
Marty Weinberg here and there. Other 
former solicitors, when I see them, offer 
their advice. Pedro Ramos and I are very 
good friends. Nelson Diaz and I are very 
good friends. I get some advice from all of 
them. Mark was one of a couple of former 
solicitors who recently related to me his 
experience after he left this office to return 
to his law firm. They asked him if he was 

ready to do some “real work.” And he said to 
them “do you know what I’ve been doing all 
this time?” I think one challenge common to 
all the former solicitors is recognition of the 
need to balance the ethical and professional 
obligations that accompany the practice of 
law with the challenges of practicing law 
in what can sometimes be a very interesting 
political environment. The political demands 
on the solicitor’s office can often be very 
challenging. Everybody has gone though 
that and everybody has had challenges with 
Council and difficulties with the mayors 
they’ve worked for.  Obviously, the value 
of talking to them is realizing that my 
experiences, however odd or uncomfortable 
or aggravating they may seem, are not really 
new or unique. It’s just part of the territory. 
Those conversations have been very helpful. 

What do you do to relax? 
I practice yoga in a led class at least 
twice a week and some at home.  I play 
tennis. I swim. I used to bike a lot and 
I’m trying to do more of that. I love to 
go to the movies. And frankly, I love to 
curl up on the couch and watch TV. I 
just got a TiVO and I’m really excited. 
I used to be a slave to the TV schedule 
and in the digital age, nobody else but 
me probably was. I’m not a huge TV 
watcher but over the course of the year 
there are four shows that I probably 
watch – “Mad Men” being my favorite. 
But if I do nothing else, I practice yoga 
whether I’m here or away.  I like to 
travel. I try to go to Martha’s Vineyard 
every summer and lately I’ve been 
trying to take one trip in the winter 

to some warm place, as we did when I was 
young. I went though a period where I skied 
every winter for three years. And then on the 
third trip, I was in Vail, and standing on top 
of the mountain, I had just gotten off the lift 
and I was standing there thinking, “I don’t 
feel like it. I don’t want to.” Pride wouldn’t 
let me get on the lift and go back down, but 
I was cold and the jacket was heavy and skis 
are awkward, and my overwhelming thought 
was, “I don’t want to do this anymore.” I 
skied down and did not go back up and have 
not been back on a ski mountain. I’m a beach 
person. All I want to do is throw a bathing 
suit into a suitcase and go. 

Jeff Lyons (jlyons@philabar.org) is senior 
managing editor of publications for the 
Philadelphia Bar Association.
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Every day, in every 
matter, we’re making 
decisions that will 

profoundly and directly 
impact Philadelphians 

in the short-  
and long-term.
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S
ince the advent of asbestos litigation and EPA cleanup 
efforts, creative attorneys have sought ways to hold 
polluters responsible. With a mix of legal concepts 
deriving from environmental, nuisance, regulatory and 

mass tort law, suits protecting against environmentally harmful 
practices have encountered varying success. In the wake of the 
BP oil spill, lawmakers find themselves balancing scores of spill 
claimants against the rights of BP in a “bet-the-company” crisis. 
This article reviews the fate of such tort actions thus far. Perhaps 
because these lawsuits go to the heart of our survival and the 
fate of vital resources, they raise fascinating constitutional 
issues implicating the balance of power among state, federal 
and international authorities.
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DETERMINING PARTIES AND JUSTICIABILITY  
Mother Earth may always win when it comes to natural 

disasters, but she may lack standing to sue. Putative plaintiffs 
of global warming lawsuits include property owners, 
environmental organizations and ordinary citizens. Both 
the redressability and traceability standing requirements are 
implicated in climate change litigation, causing suits to fail at 
the pleading stage.

The extent of the BP spill illustrates 
the challenge of precisely defining 
damages when filing a nuisance or 
other tort complaint. Pinpointing the 
liable manufacturers for such nebulous 
harms proves even more difficult. 
Whereas the owner of the offending 
BP oil well can easily be established, 
determining the origin of far-flung 
pollutants is more challenging.  
Protagonists in the films “A Civil 
Action” and “Erin Brockovich” 
encountered similar problems, 
which are endemic to environmental 
litigation.  

These hurdles came into play in 
one of the first U.S. global warming 
suits brought in 2006 by the state 
of California against six car manufacturers. The complaint 
alleged that Japanese carmakers had created a public nuisance, 
requiring the state to spend millions of dollars to combat beach 
erosion, pollution, and impact to wildlife. Hesitant to usurp 
the legislature’s role and finding foreign policy conflicts, the 
case was dismissed. District Judge Martin Jenkins wrote: 
“The court is left without guidance in determining what is an 
unreasonable contribution to the sum of carbon dioxide in the 
earth’s atmosphere, or in determining who should bear the 
costs associated with global climate change that admittedly 
result form multiple sources around the globe.”

Likewise, a small Alaskan village faced justiciability 
problems in a 2008 nuisance action.  In 1-00/*#$&7$M-G/0-4/$GI$
>NN&4,&C-0$@&6;I$#($/0, a fishing community sought more than 

$400 million after erosion of the ice shelf that provided their 
livelihood. The plaintiffs argued that the tenets of joint and 
several liability that apply to Superfund cleanup and typical 
injury suits also bind polluters for damages, even where the 
defendants were not solely responsible for global warming. 
The suit included misrepresentation claims, pointing to the 
$16 million spent by ExxonMobil between 1998 and 2005 

to “promote disinformation on global 
warming.” Plaintiffs’ attorneys likened 
the oil companies’ media campaign 
to the tobacco industry’s denial of 
the harmful effects of smoking that 
emerged throughout asbestos mass tort 
litigation.

The U.S. District Court for the 
Northern District of California 
dismissed the M-G/0-4/ suit on Sept. 
30, 2009, reasoning that the political 
questions involved were not within its 
purview. Further, the court held that 
plaintiffs had no standing because of 
the tenuous link between damages and 
the long list of oil and energy company 
defendants.  

One month later, the Fifth Circuit 
reversed a district court’s ruling that 

plaintiffs in @&:#6$GI$,96;"B$?-0 lacked standing. Comer was 
a proposed class action on behalf of Mississippi residents and 
landowners affected by Hurricane Katrina. Plaintiffs alleged 
that the defendants’ emissions, a host of chemical and energy 
companies, had “added to the ferocity” of the hurricane by 
raising sea levels. The lower court dismissed nuisance, 
trespass, and negligence claims, which were reinstated on 
appeal.  

In explicating a liberal Mississippi traceability standard, 
the Fifth Circuit stated in @&:#6 that “an indirect causal 
relationship will suffice.” The plaintiffs likely relied upon 
O/0'*6/7 heavily in advancing their causation arguments; 
the court referred to the “long chain of causation” offered by 
plaintiffs’ scientific experts. At the pleading stage, plaintiffs 

Whereas the owner 
of the offending BP 
oil well can easily 
be established, 
determining the 
origin of far-flung 
pollutants is more 
challenging.  
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sustained a private nuisance claim, 
which required a showing of both an 
unreasonable and intentional invasion 
of private land interest. While nuisance 
theories survived, other innovative 
theories failed: the Fifth Circuit upheld 
the dismissal of unjust enrichment, 
fraudulent misrepresentation, and civil 
conspiracy theories of liability, again 
because of standing doctrine.  

LAWS AND CONTRACTS 

GOVERNING CORPORATE 

CONDUCT

Regulatory and international law 
play a critical role when constructing 
protective lawsuits. For example, the 
Canadian government found itself in 
the crosshairs of a global warming 
lawsuit in mid-2007, when Friends 
of the Earth Canada sought judicial 
review of Canada’s greenhouse gases 
regulation. The nonprofit Canadian 
organization, Sierra Legal, challenged 
Canada to comply with agreed-upon 
international targets for reducing 
pollution under the Kyoto Protocol. 
Like the Kivalina Court, the Federal 
Court of Canada found the issues 
nonjusticiable. The case is currently on 
appeal to the Canadian Supreme Court.     

Back on U.S. soil, equally thorny 
issues arise in the context of U.S. 
environmental standards. When 
California passes aggressive anti-
pollution laws, for example, lesser 
national standards arguably preempt 
state requirements. The complex 
issues surrounding carbon emissions 
cutoffs and automobile pollution will 

increasingly color the legal landscape in 
the future. As lobbyists push for tighter 
pollution controls, differing regulatory 
standards will result in intense debate 
in Congress and the courts, with the 
executive branch playing a crucial role.    

No matter the source of environmental 
benchmarks, changing guidelines will 

affect the daily life of companies in 
terms of production costs and output, 
as well as legal budgeting. The climate 
crisis is keeping attorneys from 
assorted business practice areas busy. 
Creative litigation to protect natural 
resources has shaped insurance and 
licensing agreements, and the available 
compensatory resources under such 
agreements will in turn affect how 
plaintiffs’ lawyers craft their legal 
theories.  

As part of this trickle-down effect 
created by environmental suits, risk 
managers must carefully consider 

whether future litigation could embrace 
environmental damage claims.  For 
instance, suits holding corporations 
responsible for hurricane damage 
will affect policy definitions of 
“occurrence.” In 2009, the Indiana 
Court of Appeals upheld summary 
judgment for insurers seeking a 
favorable definition of indemnity and 
coverage clauses relating to Clean Air 
Act violations, holding that “preventing 
future emissions and environmental 
harm is not an occurrence.”  Cinergy 
Corp. v. St. Paul Surplus Lines Ins. Co.  
915 N.E.2d 524, 527 (Ind.App.,2009).

In Pennsylvania, contractual 
interpretation dramatically affects 
whether new technology can be used 
to extract natural gas from geological 
deposits. More than just a euphemism 
for an expletive in “Battlestar 
Galactica,” “fracking” refers to 
hydraulic fracturing of shale and other 
natural structures to access energy 
sources, which in this commonwealth 
cannot be publicly owned. Lawyers in 
fracking disputes must revisit century-
old agreements, as fossil fuels may 
be defined as “leasable” minerals 
in covenants forged by landowners 
generations ago.   

While some argue that inventive 
fracturing technology promotes 
American ingenuity to keep pace with 
energy consumption, others see only the 
environmental fallout. Where watershed 
areas are subject to the aftermath, 
such as in Northeastern Pennsylvania, 
residents complaint of brown water 
and hair loss to their livestock. Like all 

The complex issues 
surrounding carbon 
emissions cutoffs 
and automobile 
pollution will 

increasingly color 
the legal landscape 
in the future.



litigation balancing corporate interests 
against environmental concerns, 
lawyers and courts will raise various 
interpretations of existing regulations, 
contracts, and doctrines to determine 
the fate of the resources and rights at 
stake.

BALANCING INTERESTS:  EARTH 

VS. THE ECONOMY.  THE BP 

EXAMPLE.  
In developing environmental 

policies, U.S. lawmakers might be just 
as apt to advance the interests of large 
employers and oil industry lobbyists 
as to protect citizens’ interest in clean 
air and water. The legislative process 
is slow, especially when drawing 
a compromise between corporate 
concerns and planetary interests.

Plaintiffs’ mass torts attorneys 
increasingly turn to the courts to fill 
the gaps left among the three branches 
of government. Trial lawyers serve 
a regulatory function by using novel 
legal theories or revamping existing 
causes of action when Congress 
fails to address an issue, or does so 
ineffectively. Letting polluters off the 
hook to the detriment of our survival, 
as the argument goes, should not be 
the function of a balanced government 
simply because lawmakers are unable 
or unwilling to tackle global warming.

On the other hand, defense counsel 
strive to keep companies we depend 
upon for products and jobs afloat. 
After all, it is the capitalist desire for 
more that drives our economy, and we 
demand energy for our daily needs. 
In the context of costly litigation 
involving innumerable injured parties, 
the recent BP spill illustrates how the 
branches of government interact to 
mete out “aggregate justice,” protecting 
all parties to some degree.

The sheer number of potential 
claimants affected by the BP spill, 
including restaurant owners, fisheries 
and homeowners, jeopardizes the 
ability to make inured parties whole.  
Likewise, conglomerate companies 
have a finite ability to compensate so 
many. Together, claimants can form 
one voice, but risk competing within 
their own ranks to tap into a pool of 
limited legal resources.  

Prioritizing the BP claims has 
become more of an executive or 

legislative task than a judicial one, 
with compromise for all concerned. 
Past mass torts experience proves 
instructive. Authorities propose a 
matrix-type compensation scheme for 
the BP spill similar to that of the 9/11 
compensation fund, which limited 
compensation to victims to less than 
traditional torts remedies. Special 
Master Kenneth Feinberg, who ran the 
9/11 fund, is at the forefront of the BP 
plan, and $20 billion has been set aside 
by the oil company for payouts.

Grid-like schemes, such as the 
BP and 9/11 programs, typically 
set specific compensation criteria. 
Ideally, these guidelines are easier to 
meet than the causation and damages 
elements in a tort suit. However, 
claimants’ recovery is more limited 
in order to protect companies from 
bankruptcy, particularly where social 
policy declares that airlines and oil are 
essential to our way of life.   

Another benefit of such an 
administrative scheme is the much-
heralded avoidance of protracted 
litigation with simplified pleading and 
proof standards. Yet speedy recoveries 
are by no means assured when the 
government is the payor and factfinder.  
Approximately 97,000 of the 337,000 
BP claims received to date have been 
resolved.    

Whether the claim involves 
injunctive relief, nuisance law appeals, 
traditional tort theories, or payouts 
from a limited administrative fund, 
attempts to balance individual against 
group interests reveal our constitutional 
structure at work. The intersection of 
the judicial, legislative and executive 
arms in resolving these competing 
claims makes the climate crisis one 
of the most legally interesting of our 
times. The future of environmental 
protection suits remains murky at best. 
What remains certain is that litigators 
and transactional lawyers on both sides 
will play a critical role in creatively 
shaping protections for Mother Earth 
and corporations alike.

Jenimae Almquist (JAlmquist@
lopezmchugh.com) is a mass torts/
catastrophic injury attorney at Lopez 
McHugh, LLC, and a member of the 
Association’s Green Ribbon Task Force.
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Rudy was born in South Philadelphia to the daughter of 
Italian immigrants and the son of Mexican immigrants. His 
parents met while his father’s WWII naval destroyer was 
docked in the Philadelphia shipyard. They were married and 
had three children including Rudy and 
his two older sisters. Three years after 
Rudy was born, his family moved to a 
town near King of Prussia, Pa., which 
as Rudy recalls, consisted then of only 
a few small buildings and a swamp. 
Rudy’s father was a commercial 
artist who painted numerous classic 
advertisements, including the Jolly 
Green Giant, the little Coppertone 
girl with the exposed tan line and 
the Maxwell House coffee man. 
His mother was a ballroom dance 
instructor who later sold real estate. 

Rudy’s parents separated when he 
was five and it was growing up with 
single parents that began to shape the 
attorney’s self-reliant, independent 
nature. He hadn’t planned on going 
to college, but an Upper Merion 
High School guidance counselor 
encouraged him to apply. He sent one 
application to Penn State – after the deadline had expired – 
and found himself accepted to the university’s Hazleton, Pa., 
campus. At first focusing on engineering which Rudy decided 
was too limiting, he ultimately studied liberal arts. He was on 
his own after high school, so he worked to pay his own way 
through college, including tuition, books, rent, groceries and 
all the other expenses that students incur. 

But Rudy grew restless in Hazleton and after his second 
year of college, took time off to hitchhike across the country. 
He left Pennsylvania with a pair of jeans, a sweatshirt, the 
sneakers on his feet and $10. After a couple of weeks he 
reached California, but unable to find work, he backtracked 
to Salt Lake City, Utah. There he landed a landscaping job 
and put a roof over his head, renting a room in a coworker’s 
basement. Rudy remained in Salt Lake City for four months 
before he purchased a second-hand Kawasaki A7 Avenger 
motorcycle and rode it back to Pennsylvania. 

Though he was only planning to visit Pennsylvania before 

taking off on his bike again, traveling 
the country as he had had changed 
Rudy’s perspective about his home 
state. Pennsylvania’s mountains, its 
lush vegetation and its rolling hills 
beckoned him to stay. And of course, 
his friends were in Pennsylvania as 
well. “There was no good reason to 
be anywhere else,” Rudy said. 

So Rudy completed his 
undergraduate studies at Temple 
University while continuing to 
support himself, graduating magna 
cum laude in 1974. His only 
exposure to law was through movies 

and television, but having had his fill of manual labor, Rudy 
wanted to pursue a profession that would utilize his intellect 
and thought law might be a good fit. He was right. He attended 
Temple Law, where he was Moot Court president and a 

member of Law Review, graduating 
cum laude in 1977. 

The Consummate 
Lawyer

After law school, Rudy “got a lot of 
trial experience in a hurry” when he 
started his career at a 10-lawyer firm 
in Philadelphia, he recalled. When the 
firm split up a year later, he joined 
Saul Ewing LLP, where he became a 
partner after only six years. He stayed 
at Saul Ewing for 27 years. In October 
2005, a group of Saul Ewing trial 
lawyers, Rudy among them, moved to 
Buchanan Ingersoll & Rooney PC. 

Currently a shareholder at 
Buchanan, Rudy thrills in hard-fought 
jury trials. He relishes the process of 
sifting through extensive facts and 
reducing them to an accessible and 
compelling story – not an easy task 

when one is dealing with complex business litigation. With 
millions and often billions of dollars at stake, Rudy tries class 
action, antitrust, securities, intellectual property, construction, 
telecommunications and other commercial cases in federal 
and state courts. In 2002, he reportedly won one of the largest 
jury verdicts in the country and the largest in Pennsylvania, 
in a federal antitrust case involving the electronic article 
surveillance industry. 

Despite his success, the self-made attorney’s friends and 
colleagues describe him as exceedingly modest. “In some 
respects, he is a throwback to the period when I first entered 
the profession 36 years ago,” said Abraham C. Reich, co-
chairman of Fox Rothschild LLP and a past Bar Association 
Chancellor. “Lawyers who practiced their profession with a 
dedication and passion without the need for limelight. . . . 
Action, but humility, were the hallmarks of the great lawyers 
I observed as a young lawyer. Rudy reminds me of those 
lawyers.” 

He relishes the 
process of sifting 
through extensive 
facts and reducing 
them to an accessible 
and compelling 
story ‒ not an easy 
task when one is 

dealing with complex 
business litigation.

T
ry to picture Rudolph “Rudy” Garcia on an old 
Kawasaki Avenger motorcycle. Somehow, the 
three-piece suits favored by the formidable litigator 
don’t quite fit with the powerful, no-frills 1960s-era 

motorcycle. But get to know Rudy well, and you will find that behind 
the conservative dress and impressive legal record is a renaissance 
man who traveled the country on his bike, can vividly recount the 
Woodstock experience and has many a trick up his sleeve (of the 
magic variety, that is).

PHOTOGRAPHED BY John Carlano



Rudy Garcia and his wife, Randi Pastor Garcia, in the kitchen 
of their Wynnewood home. 



Indeed, William P. Fedullo of Rosen, 
Schafer & DiMeo, LLP, who has known 
Rudy for approximately 20 years and 
worked closely with him through the 
Bar Association and The Justinian 
Society of Philadelphia, recalled a 
significant victory (to the tune of $80 
million) that Rudy won on behalf of 
a client. “The case required brilliant 
lawyering,” said Bill, “but Rudy was 
humble about it.” Rudy is not a man 
who needs the spotlight, his friend 
continued. “He’s comfortable with 
who he is and where he is in life. Rudy 
wants others to shine.” 

Wilson Elser Moskowitz Edelman 
& Dicker LLP Partner Rochelle M. 
Fedullo, who is married to Bill and has 
similarly worked closely with Rudy 
through the Bar Association and other 
professional organizations, described 
Rudy as a brilliant analyst and tireless 
worker. “He is a circumspect strategic 
planner, a meticulous organizer, as well 
as a creative problem solver. Rudy is 
entirely self-possessed, but never self-
important. . . . I know from first-hand 
experience that Rudy is a loyal and 
supportive friend and colleague who 
works selflessly to help others.” 

When one considers Rudy’s 
background and his professional 
qualities, the pieces fall into place. It 
becomes clear that being self-made 
has led to that rare combination of 
self-confidence and humility that often 

mark great lawyers and great leaders. 
Philadelphia Court of Common 

Pleas President Judge Pamela Pryor 
Dembe has known Rudy since they 
started Temple Law together in 1974. 
Where many law students were hyper-
competitive, nervous sorts, Rudy 
always exuded calm, Judge Dembe 
observed. “Nothing has changed: Rudy 
remains calm, thoughtful, quietly funny 
and both a gentleman and a gentle man. 
I know that he will assume office with 
a sensible, achievable agenda. He will 
build a consensus to reach his goals, 
and he will be courteous and dignified – 
a great individual to have at the helm.”

Beyond the matters he tries and 
his work for the Bar Association and 
other professional organizations, 
Philadelphia court officials know Rudy 
well through his commitment to the 
Court of Common Pleas Electronic 
Filing Committee and his service as a 
Commerce Court Judge Pro Tempore. 

Court of Common Pleas Trial 
Division Administrative Judge D. 
Webster Keogh spent a great deal of 
time with Rudy in connection with the 
court’s e-filing system. In his role as 
Bar Association representative during 
the system’s development, Rudy “was 
always the voice of reason, reflection 
and consideration” in evaluating the 
big picture as well as the needs of the 
practitioner, the judge said. “As the 
voice of the bar, he worked tirelessly on 
the details and successful rollout of the 
system. He was very instrumental in the 
final package. It reflects well on Rudy 
that the final product is as successful 
as it is.” The e-filing system would not 
be so user friendly had it not been for 
Rudy’s input, Judge Keogh noted. 

Echoing the sentiments of Abe 
Reich, Judge Keogh also said Rudy’s 
integrity serves as a reminder of what 
the profession should be. “When I 
first came to the bar, it was much less 
competitive and a lawyer’s word was 
his or her word. Rudy exemplifies the 
best traditions of the profession in that 
he can truly be taken at his word.” 

Clearly Rudy possesses skills that 
Philadelphia lawyers of the past couldn’t 
have imagined. The technologically 
savvy trial attorney enjoys spending his 
free time creating websites and working 
on graphic design and programming. 
This is a nod to his creative side (recall 

that Rudy’s father was a commercial 
artist) and his passion for details and 
problem-solving. Close friend and 2004 
Bar Association Chancellor Gabriel 
L.I. Bevilacqua noted that when he 
ran for Chancellor, Rudy assumed 
responsibility for creating his website, 
“ElectGabe.com” and actually wrote 
the code that created the site. 

Rudy has also designed (and used) 
computer litigation support systems for 
more than 25 years. He is responsible 
for designing and programming 
Philadelphia’s first law-firm website. 
More recently, he held numerous 
training seminars to teach court 
employees, attorneys, paralegals and 
others how to use the Philadelphia 
courts’ e-filing system. 

Rudy’s wife of more than 30 years, 
Randi Pastor Garcia, also credits Rudy 
with being adept at fixing an impressive 
array of household appliances and 
fixtures. This particular talent is a result 
of the many odd jobs Rudy held as a 
young adult. Before he could fix items 
around their house, though, Rudy had 
to woo Randi. It seems his skills as a 
magician came in handy in this respect. 

When the couple first started dating, 
Randi recalled, she was very sick one 
weekend and Rudy agreed to keep her 
company. “To my surprise and delight, 
he entertained me with various magic 
tricks. Rudy is a skilled magician who 
can do amazing tricks with cards and 
sleight of hand.” Their son, Jon, picked 
up many of these tricks (not to mention 
Rudy’s passion for music) and with 
Rudy’s guidance, performed magic 
shows for family and friends as a child. 
Today, Jon is an accomplished musician 
– a talent for which they are very proud. 

Of his wife, Randi, Rudy sees her 
as so much more than his life partner. 
He says she “helped me discover more 
about myself than I knew existed. Randi 
helped me to improve the social skills 
that I wasn’t taught as a boy. Early on, 
she taught me about social etiquette and 
interactions. Today she is my confidant 
and sounding board.”

Rudy Works His Magic for  
the Bar Association 

Like his success as an attorney, 
Rudy’s devotion to the Philadelphia 
Bar is a product of starting with nothing 
and achieving success and financial 
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security. “What better way to pay that forward than to donate 
a year of service in my prime to the betterment of Philadelphia 
lawyers by serving as Chancellor,” he said. “I owe that to our 
profession.” 

Rudy joined the Bar Association in 1977. He has since 
chaired or co-chaired the Federal Courts Committee, the 
State Civil Committee, the State Civil Litigation Section, the 
Website Committee and the Charter and Bylaws Committee. 
He has also served on the Professional Responsibility 
Committee, the Minorities in the Profession Committee and 
far too many other committees to list. He served three multi-
year terms on the Board of Governors, served as an American 
Bar Association delegate and sat on the Task Force on ABA 
Standards Relating to Jury Trials and on the Commission on 
Judicial Selection and Retention. 

Beyond the Bar Association, Rudy is an American Bar 
Foundation fellow, sits on the ABA Advisory Panel and is a 
member of the American and Pennsylvania bar associations’ 
litigation sections. He was chancellor of The Justinian Society 
from 2006 to 2008 and remains on its Board of Governors. 

Rudy’s pro bono efforts also include The Hamilton Circle, 
which supports the Philadelphia Bar Foundation; Philadelphia 
Volunteers for the Indigent Program (VIP); serving as an 
arbitrator in state and federal courts; and presenting seminars 
and CLEs sponsored by the Pennsylvania Bar Institute, the 
Dispute Resolution Institute, the Pennsylvania Insurance 
Department and the Insurance Society of Philadelphia. 

As Chancellor of the Bar Association, Rudy would like 
to increase the Association’s value to members; create a 
long-range advisory council; better communicate all we 
do to members and the public; support the public interest 

community; improve diversity in our profession; defend the 
judiciary against efforts to undermine its authority, objectivity 
and independence; improve public understanding of the legal 
system; increase active participation among Philadelphia 
lawyers; encourage pro bono legal service; eliminate the 
additional tax burden imposed on partnerships and other 
unincorporated law firm entities; support efforts to improve 
the judicial selection process; work with local schools to 
improve public education; and work constructively with the 
City of Philadelphia, other governmental entities and the 
business community in pursuit of common goals. 

“Rudy never just adds his name to a list of volunteers, 
but invariably attracts roles that require his hard work and 
unselfish participation,” said Bevilacqua. “Quietly competent 
and always unassuming, Rudy is one of a select few who merit 
consideration for the rarely awarded Antonin Scalia Award for 
Legal Excellence.” Gabe is confident that Rudy “will earn his 
place among the best of a group that deserved the mantle of 
leadership and the title of Chancellor of the Philadelphia Bar 
Association.” 

Sayde J. Ladov, the 2009 Chancellor, is confident that, 
“rock solid and stalwart,” Rudy will provide another year 
of outstanding service to the Bar Association in 2011. And 
his wife Randi knows, “Rudy will bring his intelligence, 
creativity and strong leadership skills to the chancellorship, 
while having fun in the process.” Having been fortunate to 
work closely with Rudy through The Justinian Society, I 
firmly agree. 

Gina Furia Rubel (gina@furiarubel.com) is president/CEO of 
Furia Rubel Communications.

Rudy and his wife, Randi, have been married for more than 
30 years. Their son Jon is an accomplished musician.
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Lawyer‐Mummers Keep Tradition Going
by Jeff Lyons and Michael Petitti

U.S Magistrate Judge Jacob P. Hart

Charles J. Kocher
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For George J. Badey III and Charles J. Kocher, the parade 
was in their DNA. Both of their fathers participated and they 
followed in the family tradition. U.S. Magistrate Judge Jacob 
P. Hart attended the parade as a child but didn’t join a string 
band until he was in his 30s. And thanks to the efforts of 
Badey and Judge Hart, the Mummers parade has survived city 
cutbacks and continues to delight fans every Jan. 1. But more 
on that later.

Badey was just 13 years old when he joined the Durning 
String Band in 1971 as a tenor saxophone player. He moved 
to the Fralinger String Band in 1976 and has been there ever 
since. The 2011 parade will be the 40th consecutive parade in 
which he has participated.

“My father was in Durning with me and then I went to 
Fralinger and he stayed in Durning,” Badey said. “He eventually 
came over with me in 1981 and was in Fralinger until he 
passed away in 1998. My son is now with me in Fralinger and 
he plays the bass fiddle. Unfortunately, we weren’t able to get 
all three generations playing together 
at the same time. But there are at 
least 22 father-son combinations 
in Fralinger and there are several 
grandfather-father-son combinations 
as well. It’s a really important family 
tradition and it’s woven together 
from the neighborhoods and the 
families,” said Badey, a partner with 
Badey, Sloan & DiGenova P.C., 
who practices personal injury and 
workers’ compensation law. 

For Badey, mummery has been the 
one constant in his life. “I grew up 
in South Philadelphia and when you 
grow up in South Philadelphia, one of 
the things that you do as part of your 
family and neighborhood is to belong 
to a Mummers club. Since I played 
the saxophone, it was a natural thing 
for me to join a string band,” he said.

“My father was a longshoreman 
and I grew up in a good, solid, 
working-class neighborhood. A lot of things changed over the 
years. I went to college and I went to law school, I got married 
and had kids and live in the suburbs. Every aspect of my life 
has changed except for the constant of mummery. And it’s 
really nice to have that consistency and stability,” Badey said.

Badey was a double major at the University of Pennsylvania 
– music and political science. “In college, I didn’t really make 
it known that I was in a string band because some people don’t 
really view it as a musical thing. We have a lot of people in our 
band who are very accomplished musicians.” 

Badey is passionate about his ties to the Mummers and the 
pride in his voice swells when talking about Fralinger. The 
band plays year round to raise money for costumes and even 
played in Hong Kong three years ago. 

“It was an all-expense paid trip to represent the United 
States at the Chinese New Year Festival. I was just blown 
away by how wonderful the people in Hong Kong were. They 
were incredibly receptive. I think I had more pictures taken of 

me in my costume in six days than I’ve had taken of me in my 
whole life. There were probably more than one million people 
on the parade route. They were so friendly and so nice.  It just 
reaches across all kinds of national lines and racial line and 
cultural lines. Mummery breaks the ice everywhere you go,” 
he said. 

Kocher’s first parade was in 1993, also at the tender age of 
13. Kocher is an attorney in the class action practice group 
at Saltz Mongeluzzi Barrett & Bendesky PC, focuses on the 
litigation of complex class actions with concentrations in 
antitrust and consumer-protection matters.

His father, a Camden, N.J., police officer, knew the music 
director of the Broomall String Band, who recruited the young 
tenor saxophone player. His father was an accordion player 
with Broomall for 10 years. The 2011 parade will mark his 
first New Year’s Day with the Joseph A. Ferko String Band – 
“the pride of Bridesburg,” says Kocher. Ferko placed first in 
music and second overall in the 2010 parade and is one of the 

city’s oldest string bands.
Kocher says the band practices all 

year long. The once-a-week practices 
become twice a week after Labor 
Day. Those rehearsals leading up to 
the big event can last from two to 
four hours. “I’m a musician first and 
foremost so it’s good opportunity to 
play the sax each week.”

And all that time together brings 
the members very close to each 
other. “The guys you play with are 
pretty much your family. All walks 
of life participate in the Mummers 
Parade, both blue collar and white 
collar, including lawyers, engineers, 
accountants, teachers.”

But for Kocher, there’s nothing like 
playing in the parade on New Year’s 
Day. “We only get 4 minutes and 30 
seconds to ‘wow’ the judges during 
the parade,” he said.

Kocher says his experiences as a 
Mummer have affected his life as an attorney. “Both Mummers 
and trial lawyers perform for an audience – and so you have 
to know your audience to be successful.” The performance 
aspect “teaches you an awareness of presence – when you get 
in front of judges both on New Year’s Day as well as in the 
courtroom. The competition brings out the best in you.”

Judge Hart wanted to experience New Year’s Day as a 
Mummer “for a goof.” “I thought I’d do it once and that would 
be it.” The Germantown native, now a magistrate judge with 
the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, 
is an accomplished clarinet and saxophone player. His father 
used to take him to the parade as a child.

“One New Year’s Day in the 1970s, I was at a party at the 
Bellevue. This was back when you could rent a room and 
throw the windows open. It was a phenomenal way to watch 
the parade down below on Broad Street. I had a partner who 
used to rent a room every year and have a party to watch the 
parade. I knew so little about the Mummers at that point I 
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couldn’t even tell you the name of a 
band. But I thought I would have a lot 
of fun doing this. My first wife thought 
I was crazy. “They’re not going to let a 
Jew in the Mummers,” she told me. 

Judge Hart, then a labor lawyer at 
Schander Harrison Segal & Lewis LLP, 
decided to ask around to find out how to 
get involved with the parade. Through a 
client, he got connected with someone 
in the Greater Overbrook String Band. 
He called Overbrook’s music director 
and asked about joining the band. “He 
asked me if I could read music, which 
I could. They told me to bring my 
instrument to the next rehearsal so they 
could see if I was good enough.” 

“So I walked into the tryout that 
one night and I took out my beautiful 
Selmer Mark VI saxophone. They put 
some music in front of me and I blew 
right through it. It was so easy it wasn’t 
even funny. They asked if I could march 
and I told them I could put one foot in 
front of the other. And they signed me 
up. My idea was I was going to do it one 
year as a hoot. But once I got into it I 
got so addicted. It was so much fun with 
great people. I spent several years with 
the Greater Overbrook String Band. 
But they were mediocre and after a few 
years the advocacy in me took over and 
I wanted to be in a band that could win.” 

At that time, the Avalon String Band 
was in the process of dissolving. The 
band, named after a popular brand of 
cigarettes from the 1930s and not the 
New Jersey beach resort town, was in 
danger of  losing its right to march in 
the New Year’s parade if it didn’t march 
two years in a row.

“Some people from other bands 
decided they were going to go to the 
remaining members of Avalon and ask 
them to let us run the band, we’d re-
form it,” Judge Hart said. “These were 
really good musicians from other bands 
that wanted to start their own band. I got 
a call from one of the guys in my own 
band who told me about the idea and I 
said count me in. So I got involved with 
the new, re-formed Avalon String Band 
in 1982. We had to go to court to get the 
right to march. A lot of people hated us 
because we stole members from other 
bands.”

The other bands knew Avalon was 
essentially a brand-new band and didn’t 
have any money to pay for costumes. 

“After New Year’s Day, there’s a 
show called the Show of Shows 
and the members of the original 
16 string bands get the tickets to 
the Show of Shows and sell them. 
The idea was for us to get credit 
from a costumer and we were 
going to pay for our suits after we 
sold our Show of Shows tickets.”

“A couple of guys in the other 
clubs figured this out and they 
decided they were not going to 
give us any tickets to sell. They 
were going to take the position 
that we weren’t a legitimate 
member of the String Bands 
Association and we weren’t 
entitled to the tickets.”

His new band turned to Hart 
as the only lawyer in the band. 
“I’ll tell you what we’re going 
to do. We’re going to go to 
court. We’re going to enjoin 
the distribution of those tickets 
until we get our share,” he 
told his bandmates. “I started 
a lawsuit. I needed to get a 
temporary restraining order to stop the 
sale of tickets. So I went to court one 
day and Judge Abraham Gafni was the 
emergency judge. I knew Abe because 
we had been law clerks together. I 
walked in and handed him the papers 
for the TRO and he looked at them and 
said “the Schnader firm is representing 
a string band?” I said “your honor, let’s 
just say it’s pro se.” He looked at me and 
said, “don’t tell me you’re a 
member of a string band.” 

Judge Gafni wouldn’t 
grant the TRO but agreed 
to hear it the next day on 
preliminary injunction. 
“We spent the whole 
day in court. The String 
Band Association hired a 
lawyer and I won. Judge 
Gafni enjoined them from 
giving out any tickets until 
we got our share. That was 
my contribution. That and 
I could play the sax pretty 
well. But I got them the 
Show of Shows tickets and 
stayed there ever after.”

His passion for the Avalon 
String Band even cost him season tickets 
to the Philadelphia Eagles. “There are 
drill practices on Sundays. The second 
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time I missed a Sunday rehearsal because I was at an Eagles 
game, the music director called me and told me I had a choice 
to make. “‘If you want to be in the band, you have to be here. 
Otherwise, go to the Eagles game,’ he was told. “I got rid of 
my tickets at the end of that year.” 

“But I loved it. But it got to a point where it was a lot of 
work. When you get into December, the rehearsals are three 
days a week – Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday. And you have 
to put on your warm clothes and go out and rehearse under 
I-95 until midnight and then go to work the next day. And I 
was sitting there one day and said “I’ve had enough.” I was 60 
years old and it was time. I never won but I decided to retire. 

One of the highlights of his career came in 1993 when the 
band got to perform at the inaugural parade for President Bill 
Clinton. “They used to select one playing organization from 
every state and that New Year’s Day before the inauguration, 
we had a patriotic theme – it was called “Red White Rhythm 
and Blue.” Someone suggested we try to be Pennsylvania’s 
representative in the inaugural parade. And we got it. We stood 
outside for about six hours until our turn came to perform. It 
was the first time I was ever face to face with a president of the 
United States. And we stopped right in front of the reviewing 
stand and the president was so completely taken with us. He 
played the sax and he really seemed to like it. But that was by 
far the coolest thing I ever did.”

For the last eight years, Judge Hart has been teamed with 

Steve Highsmith for the parade telecast on Channel 17. “The 
String Band Association has a deal with Channel 17 that they 
can supply one announcer to be the color commentator on the 
telecast. He met with Highsmith and told him he wanted to 
take the job seriously. 

“I wanted to have information at my fingertips to make the 
show more interesting. So I started a new project. In the month 
of December, I spend a full evening with every band and 
talk to their members and get notes about interesting things 
that happened to the band that year. I have a huge book of 
Mummer’s statistics. When I go on the air, I have the book 
with me. It’s like a trial notebook. It has every band, every 
theme they’ve ever had, every prize they ever won, all sorts 
of data. The reason I do that is because you never know when 
you’re going to have to kill time. The producer will get on and 
say there’s a delay and you and Steve have to fill five minutes. 
So I have all this information just in case.  This will be our 
ninth year together. We’re a team now. He’s the play-by-play 
guy and I’m the color guy. I hope to keep doing it until I’m too 
tired to go out in December,” the judge said.

Jeff Lyons (jlyons@philabar.org) is senior managing editor of 
publications for the Philadelphia Bar Association. Michael Petitti 
(mpetitti@philabar.org) is communications manager for the 
Philadelphia Bar Association.
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Pennsylvania Construction Law:
Getting Started, Getting Covered, Getting Paid
At last—a practical, authoritative resource for lawyers who represent clients 

in the construction industry! This book covers the basic and not-so-basic 

legal issues that frequently arise in the context of construction projects. 

The authors, recruited for their expertise in construction law and litigation, 

take a close look at relevant statutes and cases and apply legal principles to 

everyday practice.

This book follows the development of a construction project through 
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That might help you begin to understand what it is like to 
be a person of modest or no means at a court hearing where 
there is much more at risk than your oil change, brake job, 
or your e-mail or tax problem. What can be at risk in a court 
hearing is your right to your child, the roof over your head, or 
your income.   

Ms. Smith and Ms. Jones are not the real names but they are 
real people and their legal problems were all too real. They are 
both single parents, renters and poor. They had little heat and 
at times no heat for most of the winter because their landlords 
refused to make the essential repairs that their leases required 
and the law demanded. 

They began their winter days dressing over glowing red 
coils of cheap electric space heaters before huddling with 
young children, eating breakfast around the hinged open oven 
door with sputtering blue flame peaking through rust opened 
holes. They ate while the stench of singed crumbs and grease 
wafted from the cheap old gas stove.

After numerous pleas to their respective landlords were 
ignored, they told them: No heat, no rent. They put some 
of their rent money in the bank instead of paying it to the 
landlord. They spent the rest on space heaters, high electric 
and gas bills, and kerosene, to keep from freezing.

Each of their landlords hired attorneys who brought eviction 
actions against them. Their stories took sharply different turns 
because Ms. Smith had a lawyer and Ms. Jones did not.

The lawyer helped Ms. Smith organize the legal case and 
present it in Housing Court. He asked the questions that 
helped her tell her story in a way the court found acceptable 
within its rules. Every word of her answers was true and she 
burned to tell the story that had been bottled up in her for so 
long. Objections and interruptions came from the landlord’s 
attorney, but her lawyer helped her stay focused through her 
nervousness. Ms. Smith won her case. 

The court awarded a rent reduction. 
She had the option of paying the reduced 
amount and staying or moving. After the 
court decision, her landlord decided to 
negotiate, promised to make repairs, and 
some financial concessions.

Ms. Jones did not fare as well. She 
went to court alone. She is an intelligent 
woman but was confused and frightened in 
a courtroom that was alien to her. She did 

not know the law or the lawyer rules. She fumbled and almost 
wept as she tried her best to explain herself to the judge and 
to answer the questions of the landlord’s attorney between his 
stern interruptions and objections. She did not know how to 
organize her case or how to obtain evidence and present it in 
a way that the court would find “admissible.” She answered 
the questions of the court and the landlord’s lawyer as best she 
could. She lost.  

The court granted the landlord a judgment for eviction 
against Ms. Jones, and a judgment for money that included 
all the withheld rent, plus costs, late fees and attorneys’ fees. 
Ms. Jones could not pay the judgment with all the added costs. 
She had to move out quickly or be thrown out by the law. And 
she had to look for shelter with a substantial money judgment 
against her that made it difficult to rent a new place, and that 
can lead to seizure of her bank account or other modest assets, 
maybe tomorrow, next year, or 10 years down the road.

Not all eviction court cases are decided by a judge. Many 
end in judgments by agreements (JBAs). Agreements are fine 
in principle in court just as in life; in Housing Court having 
legal counsel or not can make all the difference between a fair 
agreement and a one-sided, unjust agreement. Two additional 
typical cases may best tell this story. Here again there is a 
change of names while remaining true to the facts of actual 
cases.

Mr. O’Donnell and Ms. Sanchez found themselves in 
Housing Court when they withheld rent because of serious 
repair problems. Mr. O’Donnell came to court with ;6&$C&4& 
counsel but Ms. Sanchez did not. Both cases were “disposed 
of” in court parlance through judgments by agreements.

Mr. O’Donnell, a Social Security pensioner, had  “habitability 
defenses.” Simply stated, he had good reasons for withholding 
his rent and legal justification for a rent reduction because of 
the time he had lived with roof leaks, faulty electric and a host 
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Filling Gideon’s 
Empty Chair

T hink of the car repair shop, the I.T. department at your 
job, the tax office or any setting in which you may feel 
unfamiliar, even helpless. Now try to imagine yourself 

in that position without your professional training and experi-
ence, without your middle-class life and resources. Raise the 
stakes and lower your ability to help yourself.
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of other problems. He also had a strong legal argument that 
his landlord actually owed him money because there was no 
municipal rental license for the apartment for several years 
preceding the filing of the eviction action. Mr. O’Donnell 
had had enough. He had found a better apartment where the 
new landlord made repairs and was responsible. His volunteer 
lawyer read the riot act (actually, the simple facts and the clear 
law) to the lawyer representing the landlord. The landlord’s 
lawyer appreciated the strength of the case and agreed to drop 
all rent claims, past and ongoing, and to give to the tenant 
sufficient time to make an orderly move to a new apartment. 
Both sides signed a judgment by agreement making the terms 
legally enforceable and filed it with the court. No trial, but 
certainly a good and fair result.

Although the legal procedures were virtually identical, Ms. 
Sanchez’ case was a sad contrast to Mr. O’Donnell’s. She 
was short of retirement age, but complications from diabetes 
ended her work as a home health care aide and forced her 
onto disability. She lived on a very tight budget and it was not 
always easy to pay the monthly rent. 
She also had serious repair problems 
at her apartment and finally got fed 
up with “throwing good money after 
bad.” She had read a tenants’ rights 
booklet about her right to withhold 
rent after giving notice and bravely 
started the process. The eviction 
complaint arrived and the doubts and 
regrets began. Had she done the right 
thing? She went to court, answered 
when her name was called by the 
clerk of court, and gratefully followed 
the court’s instruction to go to another 
room, try to work things out with the 
landlord’s lawyer, and return to go 
before the judge if no agreement was 
reached.

The landlord’s lawyer started out 
kindly, grew strict, and then turned 
mean. He warned her that she would 
do worse in front of the judge than she would by signing 
an agreement. She got more nervous by the minute. She 
certainly did not want to have a trial before the judge against 
this experienced, intimidating landlord lawyer. She signed a 
JBA. The JBA entered a money judgment against her for all 
of the rent the landlord demanded. No reduction for repairs, 
lack of rental license or anything else. The JBA also entered 
a judgment for “possession,” a softer word for “eviction.” She 
would have to be out in 21 days and she legally owed all the 
money. 

The result would not have been worse for Ms. Sanchez if 
she had stayed home in bed. 

* * *
Lawyers make a difference. They serve as gatekeepers 

providing citizens with access to our courts to resolve legitimate 
disputes. They marshal facts, research governing law, navigate 
tricky evidentiary issues, and use sharp questioning techniques 
to bring out critical facts in the courtroom. Lawyers bring 
needed expertise to develop all sides of a controversy which 

helps litigants reach fair out-of-court agreements and which 
gives judges the means to make informed decisions inside the 
courtroom when agreements are not possible.  

Our justice system is strongly premised upon the belief that 
the adversary system, though not perfect, is able to get at the 
truth when each part of the system faithfully fulfills its role. 
A lawyer sleeping during court testimony does not meet this 
standard. An empty chair where a lawyer would normally sit 
if an indigent litigant could afford legal help undermines our 
promise of equal justice under law.  

Clarence Gideon pressed this very point when he petitioned 
the Supreme Court almost 50 years ago, claiming that his 
constitutional rights were violated when a Florida trial court 
denied him a lawyer to defend against burglary charges. The 
Supreme Court agreed to hear Gideon’s plea for help and 
immediately appointed a lawyer to represent him before 
the high court. The Supreme Court recognized that Gideon 
needed a lawyer to advocate whether he was entitled to a 
lawyer when his liberty was at risk. Up until that point, Gideon 

answered criminal charges with only 
an empty chair next to him as he tried 
to advocate for himself before Florida 
trial and appellate courts.  

The Supreme Court chose Abe 
Fortas, an experienced lawyer, to 
fill this role. Not surprisingly, Fortas 
brought impressive legal skills and 
ample resources to bear in briefing 
and arguing Gideon’s federal 
constitutional claims before the 
court. A unanimous Supreme Court 
overruled longstanding precedent 
established in H#(('$GI$H6/5B and held 
that the Sixth Amendment’s guarantee 
of counsel was a fundamental right 
that was applicable to the states 
through the Due Process Clause of 
the 14th Amendment. Justice Black 
called it an &CG-&9'$ (69(" that a fair 
trial for a poor defendant could not be 

guaranteed without the assistance of counsel.   
On remand to the Florida state court, Gideon received a 

new hearing with the legal help of an experienced trial lawyer 
who used his training and skills to cross-examine suspect 
eyewitness testimony and introduce compelling new evidence 
that directly contradicted the government’s version of the 
crime. This time, with a lawyer at his side, Gideon was found 
not guilty by a jury that needed only one hour to deliberate and 
render a verdict.

Lawyers are hardly surprised by this turnaround in results. 
In both courts and administrative agencies, litigants have 
a significantly greater chance of success when they are 
represented by counsel. Unfortunately, indigent litigants 
sitting next to an empty chair too often forfeit basic rights – 
not because of the facts or the law – but simply due to the 
absence of counsel. 

This is why the Supreme Court’s landmark decision in 
A-5#&4$GI$P/-4E6-*"( prompted many to question whether a 
civil trial could really be fair if an indigent person did not 

Lawyers make a 
difference. They 

serve as gatekeepers 
providing citizens 
with access to our 
courts to resolve 
legitimate disputes.
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have the assistance of a lawyer. One 
year after A-5#&4, Attorney General 
Robert F. Kennedy asked in a famous 
Law Day address whether poor 
people didn’t also need free counsel 
when they faced evictions, wage 
attachments, repossession of their 
goods or loss of welfare benefits? 
Perhaps even more importantly, 
many wondered about the fairness 
of a civil justice system that did not 
even provide legal help to an indigent 
mother who faced the permanent 
loss of her child to the state in a 
termination of parental rights case.  

Eighteen years after A-5#&4, this 
question came before the Supreme 
Court in %/''-(#6$ GI$ )#;/6(:#4($ &7$
<&.-/0$ <#6G-.#'$ &7$ )96"/:$ @&94(B. 
There, North Carolina authorities 
accused Abby Gail Lassiter of not 
providing proper medical care to her 
young son. The local family court 
found the boy to be a neglected child 
and transferred his custody from 
Lassiter to the county department 
of social services. Three years later, 
the county department petitioned the 
court to terminate Lassiter’s parental 
rights alleging that she had no contact 
with her son for an extended period 
of time. (Lassiter had been in prison 
during part of this time). 

Lassiter was brought from prison 
to a family court hearing to answer 
charges that her parental rights to her 
son should be terminated. Lassiter 
asked for a postponement of the 
hearing in order to obtain counsel, 
but the trial court refused. Despite 
Lassiter’s poverty and incarceration, 
the judge concluded that she had 
been given ample opportunity to 
obtain counsel.

Without counsel, Lassiter tried 
in vain to cross-examine witnesses 
against her. During the hearing, the 
presiding judge admonished her 
several times that she could only ask 
questions, and that her attempted 
questions were disallowed because 
they were arguments, and not really 
questions. Without legal training, 
Lassiter was wholly unsuccessful 
in the art of cross-examination and 
the government’s contentions went 
largely unchallenged. Lassiter’s 
parental rights were terminated. 

On appeal, the Supreme Court 

rejected Lassiter’s constitutional 
claim that she was entitled to 
counsel at her parental rights 
termination hearing. The court 
reasoned that an individual’s right 
to appointed counsel diminishes as 
liberty interests diminish. In a due 
process challenge, the court held 
that the factors previously set forth 
in ,/(("#E'$ GI$ >056-5*# must be 
balanced against each other and 
weighed against a presumption that 
there is no right to counsel without 
a potential deprivation of physical 
liberty. In Lassiter’s case, this meant 
that the constitution did not grant her 
a lawyer even though the permanent 
loss of her child hung in the balance. 
The %/''-(#6 decision struck a major 
blow against expanding the right to 
counsel to civil cases. 

Since the %/''-(#6 decision, most 
states have recognized that an indigent 
parent should have the assistance of 
counsel when the government seeks 
to permanently sever the parent-child 
relationship. Over time, the nation 
has largely embraced a societal norm 
that the parent-child relationship is 
too important and the consequences 
of parental termination too severe to 
decide such a case without providing 
counsel to an indigent parent. 
Relying upon state statutes, court 
rules or judicial interpretations, 
most states now agree that a parent 
should not be deprived of her child 
by the government, or a child of his 
parent, without the safeguard of legal 
assistance. A modern notion of civil 
justice requires no less.

Still, in most other civil matters, 
poor people have no claim to counsel 
even when fundamental interests 
such as housing, income or safety 
are at stake. As a result, the need for 
legal help by the poor goes mostly 
unmet, with studies demonstrating 
that, at best, only 20 percent of those 
in need of a lawyer can be served 
with present resources. In 2006, the 
American Bar Association’s House 
of Delegates rekindled the civil 
right to counsel movement when it 
adopted Resolution 112A calling 
upon federal and state jurisdictions 
to provide counsel as a matter of 
right at public expense to low income 
persons in adversarial proceedings 



involving “basic human needs,” such 
as those involving “shelter, sustenance, 
safety, health or child custody.” Proudly, 
the Philadelphia Bar Association was a 
co-sponsor of this resolution.

Since 2006, there has been an active 
resurgence of efforts to ensure that 
low-income persons have a lawyer 
by their side when it matters most. 
Some states, such as California, have 
enacted legislation that will fund pilot 
programs to test how best to provide 
counsel as a matter of right.  State 

and local bar associations across the 
country have adopted resolutions urging 
increased access to justice through the 
establishment of a right to counsel, and 
they have formed task forces that are 
initiating pilot projects and sponsoring 
educational forums. There is a National 
Coalition for a Civil Right to Counsel 
that maintains a website at www.
civilrighttocounsel.org and provides 
valuable assistance to local efforts. In 
2010, the American Bar Association 
adopted a Model Access Act for states 

to use in their local right to counsel 
efforts. 

The Philadelphia Bar Association is 
at the forefront of these efforts. There is 
a Civil Gideon Task Force in place that 
has been studying this issue and that has 
formed working groups to undertake 
pilot projects to examine the efficacy 
and potential cost savings of providing 
counsel in housing and family law 
cases. The Task Force held a standing-
room-only Chancellor’s Forum in 2010 
that drew high praise from the judiciary 
and the bar in examining some of the 
issues involved in providing counsel as 
a matter of right. 

The struggle to give the poor access to 
legal help when it matters most is a long 
and difficult one. Admittedly, lawyers 
are not the panacea for all problems of 
inequality in the courts and a proposed 
civil right to counsel raises hard 
questions that defy easy answers. How 
will an expanded right to counsel be 
funded, especially in difficult economic 
times? How will a civil right to counsel 
integrate with the current legal services 
delivery system? How will we assure 
that legal assistance is of high quality 
and not delivered in name only?  

These difficult questions are unlikely 
to be answered any day soon. But if 
we are to draw closer to achieving the 
nation’s promise of equal justice under 
law, as inscribed over the entrance to 
the Supreme Court building, the legal 
profession must not shy away from 
these questions.  Visit the Philadelphia 
Bar Association’s @-G-0$A-5#&4$@&64#6 
website at www.philadelphiabar.
org/page/CivilGideon to learn more 
about these ongoing efforts and to get 
involved in one of the most important 
issues of our time.   

Our society will be more just when 
we fill that empty chair. 

Michael J. Carroll (MCarroll@clsphila.
org) is a senior attorney in the Housing 
Unit of Community Legal Services.  
Louis S. Rulli (lrulli@law.upenn.edu) 
is a practice professor of law and director 
of clinical programs at the University 
of Pennsylvania Law School, and is 
a member of the Philadelphia Bar 
Association’s Civil Gideon Task Force.
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I
n the past few months, I have 
been lecturing to a variety of 
groups about managing the 
risks and benefits of technology 

in their practices, focusing on emerging 
issues raised by technology. In this 
article, I will address what is perhaps 
the most cutting edge technology, cloud 
computing, and the ways in which it is 
changing how firms operate. I will also 
discuss how to address the risks and 
benefits this new technology presents.

The first question, of course, is “What 
is cloud computing?” The answer is 
relatively simple. In the September 2010 
issue of ,/N-:9:$O@, columnist Quinn 
Norton defined the concept:

Cloud computing is a fancy 
way of saying stuff’s not on your 
computer. It’s on a company’s 
server, or many servers, possibly 
all over the world. Your computer 
becomes just a way of getting to 
your stuff. Your computer is an 
interface, but not where the magic 
happens. But there’s a catch. 
When our stuff is in the cloud, 
it’s not covered by the same laws 
about privacy and access by law 
enforcement that it is when it’s in 
our houses or on our own computer.

While this explanation sounds a bit 
cynical, it is actually quite accurate. In 
essence, when you store your data on 
the “cloud,” you generally save money 
because staff can use terminals or less 
expensive computers when accessing 
the cloud. 

Thus, the most tangible benefits for 
many firms are lower overhead, the 
reduction in hassle maintaining and/or 
upgrading their systems and, depending 
upon the configuration of the system, 
the increased ease of access, because 
these web-based systems may generally 
be accessed at anytime. Because of 
these cost savings, cloud computing 
is becoming an increasingly popular 
and often less expensive alternative to 
installing software on an onsite server in 
a law office. 

As a general rule, there are three 
distinct characteristics that differentiate 
cloud computing from more traditional 
methods by which office data is hosted:

minute or hour;

or as little of a service as they want 
at any given time; and, 

Although cloud computing can 
come in many forms, for law firms, it 
will generally fall into two technical 
categories: SaaS (software as a system) 
or PaaS (platforms as a system), 
although most users will never know or 
understand the difference. Regardless of 
which category is used, if you are not 
careful, you will find yourself or your 
firm at the mercy of the cloud provider 
in terms of how your data is stored, how 
you access it, and how secure it is. 

As Norton also noted in her ,/N-:9:$
O@ column, there are also risks involved 
in using cloud computing:

But what might be worse is that 
your access to your data in the 
cloud is predicated on a terms and 
services contract that you clicked 
“agree” on without reading, which 
may give your cloud provider 
everything up to and including the 
right to extort your first born in 
exchange for access to your own 
data.

Obviously, for lawyers, the potential 
for and dangers related to compromising 
client confidentiality is quite real. That 
is why, more than many other users of 
the cloud, attorneys must take great care 
to assure that any data stored offsite 
remains confidential and not accessible 
to anyone other than those persons 
authorized by their firms.

The most common forms of cloud 
computing are case and matter 
management programs, document 
management systems, document and 
collaboration systems (even ones as 
basic as Google Docs), digital dictation 
services, and time and billing services. 
For some firms, especially smaller firms 
without an onsite IT staff, using cloud 
computing allows them to focus more 
on practicing law because the cloud 
computing provider operates, updates 
and maintains the practice management 
software. In addition, some firms are 
not using the cloud for case or firm 
management, but do use it either to 
store client data or to backup their data 
offsite.

TechnologyTechnology Technology
Up in the Clouds
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This cost reduction comes with a 
corresponding caveat: if your online 
access goes down, so does your access 
to your firm’s data. Plus, if your provider 
closes unexpectedly, you may lose your 
ability to access data for an extended 
time, or even permanently.

The use of cloud computing also 
raises ethical and practical concerns. 
First, attorneys have an ethical duty 
under the Rules of Professional 
Conduct to protect sensitive client data 
and to ensure that confidential data is 
preserved. Comments 23 and 24 to Rule 
1.6 state:

[23] A lawyer must 
act competently to safeguard 
information relating to the 
representation of a client +,+-(./$
-(+012#/2(/$ "#$ 3(+3/4"#-520$
0-.6)".3#2 by the lawyer or other 
persons who are participating in 
the representation of the client or 
who are subject to the lawyer’s 
supervision. See Rules 1.1, 5.1 
and 5.3.

[24] 742($/#+(.8-//-(,$
+$6"883(-6+/-"($/4+/$ -(6)302.$
-(!"#8+/-"($ #2)+/-(,$ /"$ /42$

#29#2.2(/+/-"($ "!$ +$ 6)-2(/:$ /42$
)+;*2#$ 83./$ /+<2$ #2+."(+=)2$
9#26+3/-"(.$ /"$ 9#212(/$ /42$
-(!"#8+/-"($ !#"8$ 6"8-(,$
-(/"$ /42$ 4+(0.$ "!$ 3(-(/2(020$
#26-9-2(/.>$?4-.$ 03/*:$ 4";212#:$
0"2.$ ("/$ #2@3-#2$ /4+/$ /42$
)+;*2#$ 3.2$ .926-+)$ .263#-/*$
82+.3#2.$ -!$ /42$ 82/4"0$ "!$ $
6"883(-6+/-"($ +!!"#0.$ +$
#2+."(+=)2$ 2A926/+/-"($ "!$
9#-1+6*>$B926-+)$6-#638./+(62.:$
4";212#:$ 8+*$ ;+##+(/$ .926-+)$
9#26+3/-"(.> Factors to be 
considered in determining the 
reasonableness of the lawyer’s 
expectation of confidentiality 
include the sensitivity of the 
information and the extent 
to which the privacy of the 
communication is protected 
by law or by a confidentiality 
agreement. A client may require 
the lawyer to implement special 
security measures not required by 
this Rule or may give informed 
consent to the use of a means 
of communication that would 
otherwise be prohibited by this 

Electric Car 
Boom 
Two new green 
vehicles are get-
ting a lot of good 
press lately. 

Nissan’s zero-emission Leaf (above) 
has been named the 2011 European Car 
of the Year. It’s the first time in the 47-
year history of the award that the honor 
has gone to an electric car. 

The 100-percent electric Leaf went on 
sale in the United States in December 
and sells for $32,780 before federal tax 
credits.

The Chevrolet Volt, officially introduced 
in late November, was named ,&(&6$
!6#45 magazine’s Car of the Year. 

The hybrid Volt is a plug-in car that can 
travel about 40 miles on battery power 
before a gasoline engine kicks in to gen-
erate electricity for more driving. Chev-
rolet will build 10,000 Volts in the next 
year. The $41,000 Volt went on sale in 
December.

Desktop Meets PDA
Want to access your work computer 
from your cell phone? Try LogMeIn Ig-
nition, which lets you access files and 
software. You can even use software 
that isn’t available on mobile devices 
(like LotusNotes) by remotely control-
ling a computer that has the software 
installed. To use LogMeIn Ignition, you 
need to install LogMeIn Free or Log-
MeIn Pro on the computers you wish to 
remotely access.
 
You can get LogMeIn Ignition for the 
iPad, iPhone, and Android mobile de-
vices ($29.95), as well as for Windows 
PCs ($39.95 /year subscription). Igni-
tion can be used without a browser (un-
like LogMeIn Free and LogMeIn Pro) 
since it’s a self-contained application 
that can be locally installed or kept on 
a USB stick.
 
LogMeIn Ignition, in conjunction with 
LogMeIn Free or LogMeIn Pro, pro-
vides end-to-end encryption to protect 
data transmissions between your mobile 
device and a remote computer.   

Tech   BRIEFS
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AN AD IN THE 2011 LEGAL DIRECTORY  
DELIVERS UNEQUALED IMPACT

A POWERFUL PASS-ALONG
More than six out of 10 directories are used by more than one person
* Based on Internet survey of 677 Philadelphia-area attorneys

Space Reservation Deadline: January 7, 2011

>  CONTACT David Hoeckel at 443-909-7824 or email 
david.hoeckel@mediatwo.com

The  
ONLY  
OFFICIAL 
Legal Directory of the  
Philadelphia Bar Association!

> In print for over 125 years
> Online
> Mobile access

Deadline 
Fast

Approaching!
A TRUSTED & ESSENTIAL  
RESOURCE*

> 78% of survey respondents purchase 
a combined print/online package  

of The Legal Directory

> 64% refer to The Legal Directory weekly

> 99% rate the lawyer listings as useful

> 83% refer to law firm listings

Rule. (emphasis supplied)
Thus, the question arises as to what are 

the ramifications of storing confidential 
client files via the cloud. Clearly, lawyers 
may store information in the cloud only 
if the methods of transmission and 
storage are secure and protect against 
unauthorized access or disclosure. 

At a minimum, and in order to meet 
the standard of reasonable care, attorneys 
should: 

providers will handle the data 
entrusted to them; 

the provider requiring the provider 

to preserve the confidentiality and 
security of the data; and,

the provider requiring the provider 
to assure, should data be removed, 
or the contract terminated, that all 
confidential data will be destroyed in 
a method that assures that no other 
persons can ever access the data. 
Otherwise, a firm’s data could reside 
on a server indefinitely, and fall prey 
to a savvy hacker. 

In sum, cloud computing has 
tremendous potential to reduce overhead 
and to increase law firm productivity, 
through easier access, and the use of 

collaborative tools (such as Google 
Docs) and other applications. It also 
can be a trap for the unwary if they 
merely contract with a vendor without 
conducting proper due diligence. With 
these reasonable precautions, however, 
cloud computing has the potential to 
grow as a method of accessing software 
and storing client data.

Daniel J. Siegel (dan@danieljsiegel.com), 
a member of the Editorial Board of The 
Philadelphia Lawyer, is a local attorney 
who operates the Law Offices of Daniel 
J. Siegel, LLC and is the president of 
Integrated Technology Services, LLC. 



!"#$%&'(#%$)*+,-%./0$1#)%*2 has some new entries that give the Apple iPad worthy competition. 
BlackBerry’s PlayBook (left) and Samsung’s Galaxy Tab (right) are both touch-screen models with 
7-inch displays. Both weigh less than one pound and allow users to surf the web, e-mail and watch 
video as well as use apps. The Galaxy Tab is available from Verizon Wireless for around $600. The 
Playbook, expected in early 2011, has been rumored to sell for less than $500.
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Young Lawyers Division
2010 Photo Contest

by John Rafferty

WINNER



Eyes on the

Environment

This year’s Young Lawyers Division photo contest asked for compelling images 
of environmental awareness and natural conservation. The first-place photo 
(left) was taken by John Rafferty, a member of the Class of 2012 at Villanova 
University School of Law. Rafferty captured the image while standing on the 
dock of Pippin Lake, about halfway between Valdez and Glen Allen, Alaska. The 
mountain is part of the Wrangell-St. Elias Range found within the Wrangell-St. 
Elias National Park and Preserve, the largest national park in North America 
(the size of Nova Scotia). Rafferty was in Alaska for a wedding. “I just happened 
to have my Panasonic Lumix out and available at the right moment, during a 
10 p.m. sunset.” The runner-up photo (above) was taken by Alyssa Saunders, 
clerk to U.S. District Court Judge Michael M. Baylson, at Plitvice National Park 
in Croatia, which features a series of interconnected lakes and waterfalls. “The 
park showcases nature’s beauty and power, untouched except for the wooden 
footpath that permits visitors to get close to the falls,” said Saunders. Rafferty 
and Saunders received gift certificates to Ruth’s Chris Steak House for their 
winning entries.

260 South Broad Street
Philadelphia, PA
215-790-1515

by Alyssa Saunders

RUNNER-UP
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1991

‘Verdict in Detroit’

That Was Then
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